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ADMINISTRATIVE

Copies of this report are furnished to Secret
Service, NYC and INS, NYC, which organizations have an
interest in NRP merabers^mentioned herein, and copies are
furnflied to ONI, OSI and G-2 for intelligence purposes.

LEADS

NEWARK

At Newark, New Jersey

Review files regarding
|
West

NY, NJ, and conduct sufficient investigation
to identify him and ascertain if _
fact a member of the armed forces.
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NEW YORK

At New York, New York

Will continue to follow activities of subject
; organization through established sources and
submit quarterly reports.
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subject^NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY . yf J
IS '- C dAVueJA A*y»KB4»»w **- IS - X
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REFERENCE: Newark letter to New York 1/7/58.
A*-c

Jrfeo copies of referenced communication are forwarded as follows for the reason
indicated:

( ) TO BALTIMDWS (Enc.) (The lead is within investigative
V( ) NEW YORK " jurisdiction of indicated office

( ) RICHMDND at

( ) ST. LOUIS "
.

• -

(x) TO IDENTIFICATION DIVISION (The, lead is to check records of Marine Corps)

S

Enc .2

*2) - Bureau
cc: 1 - Newark (105-1278)

1 - New York (105-6.112)
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RATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN Q
Official organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY devoted to a restoration of the

Amerid&n depublic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment

of an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social

justice.

Published in New York, N.Y. January, 1958

§2.00 per 12 issues Volume 9, No. I

ZIONISM, THE JEWISH COLOSSUS WHICH DOMINATES THE V/ESTERN WORLD.

James H. Madole.

The recent Afro-Asian Conference held in Cairo, Egypt universally condemned Western

support of the illegitimate state of Israel as well as the Baghdad Pact and the so-

called "Eisenhower Doctrine" whose obvious purpose is the economic and political

isolation of Egypt and Syria from the rest of the Moslem World. This final re-

jection and condemnation of the pro-Zionist foreign policy of the United States,

Great Britain and France by delegates from 39 nations representing more than ONE

BILLION of the Earth’s inhabitants could well be the final nail driven into the

coffin of the White race and Western civilization. .Having already lost the

scientific contest in the field of guided intercontinental missiles and earth sat-

ellites to our Soviet Russian opponents, we can ill afford to lose the whole Afro-

Asian land mass in order to appease the territorial ambitions of the world Zionist

Movement. The disastrous influence of World Jewry on Western foreign foreign pol-

icy will be proven conclusively in this issue of the "NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN".

We quote from an article entitled, "AFRO-ASlANS RIP U.S. ARAB POLICY" in the "NEW

YORK DAILY NEWS" of December 30, 1957:

"A committee of the 39-nation Afro-Asian solidarity conference accused the

United States tonight of interfering with "the independence and sovereignty of the

Arab states" through the Eisenhower Doctrine and the Baghdad Pact. Israel was called

a "base for imperialism" in the Mideast and assailed for an "aggressive policy",

which was called a threat to world peace. The political committee of the unofficial

conference, however, defeated Communist attempts to charge the United States with

"inhuman atrocities" in South Korea. It bypassed a proposal to give Formosa to Red

China."

Although there are only 12,000,000 Jews scattered throughout the world at

least 5,2000,000 of this number are concentrated in the United States and and approx-

imately 450,000 in Great Britain. The great majority of Western Jewry supports the

fanatical, messianic doctrine of Zionism which teaches that the Jewish race con-

stitutes "GOD’S CHOSEN PEOPLE" and the divine mission of this "CHOSEN" race is to

prevent any form of assimilation between the Jewish race and the Gentile peoples

whom they live among, The Jews must be kept separate and live according to their

ancient Talmudic Laws allegedly given to Moses by God on Mt. Sinai. The mission

of the Zionists, in addition to preventing any form of assimilation, is to

FORCIBLY RETURN THE JEWISH RACE TO THE ANCIENT BIBLICAL LAND OF ISRAEL. According

to Jewish mythology a Messiah will then be born to them who will rule the world

from Jerusalem, the ancient Biblical capitol of the Hebrews. The awesome power

wielded by the Jew in the Western World due to his control of commerce, the great

banking houses of Rothschild, Kuhn-Loeb & Company, Lehman Brothers, Lazar Freres,

etc. as well as the retail trade and the international stock-exchange, his control

of television, radio and the press, his tremendous holdings in property and real

estate; all these sources of power and wealth have been placed at the disposal of

World Zionism and its messianic philosophy.

To bette*:
1 undersv^nd fanatical spirit of Zionist doctrine which has per-

meated an entire race of people for nearly 4000 years, we quote an article by the
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famed British Zionist leader, Solomon Schedter, entitled •-I'HE TtuGEDY OF ASS1M1L-

ATION n from "A BOOK OF JEWISH THOUGHTS" .published by the National Jewish Welfare.
# ,

Board, 220 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C. for Jews in the armed forces of the United States:
’

"Vfaat 1 understand by assimilation is loss of identity. It is this kind of

assimilation, with the terrible consequences indicated, that I dread most-even more

than pogroms, (anti -Jewish outbreaks) It is a tragedy to see a great, ancient people,

distinguished for its loyalty to its religion, and its devotion to its sacred Law,

losing thousands every day by the mere process of attrition. It is a tragedy to see

a language ( HEBtlEW) held sacred by all the world, in which Holy Writ was composed,

which served as the depository of Israel's greatest and best thoughts, doomed to

oblivion. It is a tragedy to see the descendants of those who revealed religion to

the world, and who developed the greatest religious literature in existence (ED. NOTE:

Most of the Biblical and Talmudic literature "invented by the Jews" was stolen from

the Persians and the Egyptian "BOOK OF THE DEAD" after the original texts had been

perverted into a self-glorification of the Jewish race.), so little familiar wit|i

real Jewish thought that they have no other interpretation to offer of Israel's

Scriptures, Israel's religion and Israel's ideals and aspirations and hopes, than

those suggested by their natural opponents (the Gentile Christians), slavishly

following their opinions, copying their phrases, and repeating their catchwords.

'

"Now, the rebirth of Israel’s national consciousness and the revival of

Judaism are inseparable. When Israel found itself, it found its God. When Israel

lost itself, or began to work at its self-effacement, it was sure to deny its God,

The selection of Israel, the indestructibility of God's covenant with Israel, the

immortality of Israel as a nation, and the final restoration of Israel to Palestine,

where the nation will live a holy life, on holy ground, with all the wide-reaching

consequences 0F THE CONVERSION OF HUMANITY, and the establishment of the Kingdom

of God on earth—all these are the common ideals that permeate the whole of Jewish

literature extending over nearly four thousand years."

The Zionist-sponsored Stern Gang and the notorious "IftGUN ZVAI LEM" began

their "holy life in Israel" by slaughtering several hundred thousand peaceful Arab

inhabitants of Palestine and driving 900,000 Arab refugees into the desert surround-

ing the present boundaries of the state of Israel. This was done after confis-

cating their homes, cattle, land and bank accounts. At Quibya and Deir Yassin, as

a matter of record by the United Nations, the Jews butchered all members of the

male population, including children, and even ripped open the stomachs of pregnant

Arab women with their tayon@t0. Lot since the Biblical slaughter of the Canaan! tes

by the ancient Hebrews has the world witnessed such hideous scenes of bestiality

wreaked upon a helpless people by half-mad religious fanatics supposedly acting to

caryy out the will of God by restoring "1L10HTAL ISRAEL”. The brutal murder of

UN mediator, Count Bernadette, by Jewish assassins from the Stern Gang as well as

the campaign of terror, intimidation and murder waged by -Zionist fanatics against

British soldiers and civilians prior to the Termination of the British Mandate in

Palestine in 194B are samples of what "GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE" have in mind for un-

fortunate Gentiles who get in their way.

After Israel was established and recognised in 1948, Jews throughout the world

organized a network of subversion which stretched across the entire planet. Gigan-

tic fund-raising drives were conducted in every nation where Jews resided and these

funds, completely exempt from taxes, were shipped out of these nations to finance

a foreign Israeli war-machine. Jewish organizations brought economic and political

pressure on Gentile governments to recognize their land-grab in Palestine. Pres-

ident Truman recognized Israel within five minutes of its official establishment.

He, although no longer president, is still a constant speaker and "guest of honor"

at Jewish fund-raising affairs. Speakers at these affairs collect a minimum of

$2000 per appearance which explains the "great love" which ex-haberdasher Truman

has for the Jewish people. Because Zionist Jewry, which includes nearly the whole
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of Restern Jewry, places loyalty to Israel ahead of loyalty to the Gentile nations

in which they reside and prosper, the Jewish race constitutes a w0^
of subversive aliens who, by their actions, are driving over ONE BILLION AFRASIAN.

INTO THE SOVIET ORBIT.

Should any native American or Arab diplomat think that President Eisenhower is

less a fawning tool of organised Zionist pressure than was ttooseye.lt or Truman, we
^

shall set the record straight by quoting a few interesting articles. Wien ,jse ovter

was only a military commander, he made the following statement to American Jewry

celebration of ROSH HA3H0NAH, 1952 as quoted in "THE AMERICAN ZIONIST", -Nov. 1952

edition, page 10:

"With my greetings, 1 wish to express the good-will which 1 hold--and have al-

ways held—for the spiritual descendants of Abraham. Whatever there be of mirac

in human history is manifested in the majestic story of Jewish survival through tne

unhappy ages of the ancient and medieval and recent past. That miraculous story is

l soEe of strength and inspiration to all mankind. Here in America n av at ed

the establishment and the development of the modern state of Israel, inis, too, is

part of the miraculous history of the Jewish people... 1 nave looked, and shall con-

tinue to look, with a sympathy to the efforts of the state o srae ° 3 i

jectives vital to world peace and important to the future and destiny of the

oppressed of the Jewish people."

On page II of the same issue of "THE AMERICAN ZIONIST", Judah Nadich, General

Eisenhower's earliest advisor on Jewish affairs in Europe after World ter II, has

written an article on why he believes Eisenhower should receive the Jewish vote in

the November, 1952 election. He quotes Eisenhower as saying: "I grew up believi g

that the Jews were the chosen people, that they gave us the high ethical and no.al

principles of our civilization... THE JEWISH PEOPLE COULDN'T

THAN ME. " PERHAPS WE NOW UNDERSTAND WHY THE MENTALLY BANKRUPT, STUTTiRL «

HAS WON TWO TERMS IN THE WHITE HOUSE.

What else has Eisenhower done for the Zionist cause prior to the formulation of

the Esenhower Doctrine"? We quote again from Hr. Nadich in "THE AMERICAN alONIS
,

November 1952:

"Before Germany was invaded by the allied armies, a code of policies and pract-

ices applicable to the displaced persons to be found in the enemy s homeland had

already been formulated by General Eisenhower's headquarters. But the planners of

the DP policies did not foresee THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS that the Jewish survivors would

provide. They had no homeland in Europe to which they were anxious to return...

They lifted up their eyes, in overwhelming majority, to one homeland, but the

British stubbornly barred entrance to Palestine."

Henceforward, the Jewish DPs were his (Eisenhower's personal concern. For the

first time in American military history, there was created the position of “ ad'

visor on Jewish affairs" to an American command!nggeneral.

EDUCATIONAL AND ’.;ORK PROGRAMS, REVOLVING AROUND ULTIMATE HJlGAATlOri TO

COULD BE ORGANIZED ONLY IN ALL-JEWISH CAMPS." (Thus Eisenhowe a *i -ed th Z on st

cause by permitting fanatical Jewish instructors to prepare and indoctrinate Jeush

DPs for future action in Palestine.)
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"A historic meeting took place at General Eisenhower’s headquarters at Frankfurt be-

tween, himself and David Ben-Gurion, then chairman of the Executive of the Jewish

Agency and the first leader of what was then Palestinian Jewry to enter postwar

Germany. (David Ben-Gurion is now premier of Israel.) The General asked Ben-

Gurion to visit the Jewish camps and report his observations and recommendations.

As a result of Ben-Gurion 1

s visit, General Eisenhower ordered an American military

plane to Palestine IN ORDER TO SPEED THE TRANSPORTATION OF INSTRUCTORS AND SOCIAL

WORKERS TO COLLABORATE WITH THE FEW PALESTINIANS ALREADY IN THE CAMPS AND THE MUCH

LARGER NUMBER OF AMERICAN JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE WORKERS. Regardless of the

fate that awaits Eisenhower in the election, his place in Jewish history is secure,

for. he led the forces that liberated the Jewish survivors of Nazism, helped in their

rehabilitation and gave them the equipment for a nev; life."

Thus Eisenhower proves to have been the man who paved the way for the Zionist con-

quest of Palestine with its subsequent rape, looting and pillage, The purpose of

the Eisenhower Doctrine in the Middle East becomes quite clear when we study his

actions and statements of the past. The anti-Israel bloc of Arab states composed

of Egypt, Syria, Jordan and Saudi -Arabia had to be shattered, After Russian

threats of military intervention prevented the quick conquest of Egypt by Great

Britain, France and Israel in November, 1956, President Eisenhower decided to play

the familiar role of "THE GREAT WHITE FATHER ON THE POTOMAC". He, and his Zionist

advisors Max Rabb, Sidney heinberg, Murray Schneider etc., would offer military and

economic aid to those Arab nations which would promise NOT TO USE THESE WEAPONS

AGAINST ISRAEL. They must also aid Eisenhower in preventing Communist infiltration

of the Middle East, Any nation refusing to participate in the Eisenhower Doctrine

or the Baghdad Pact would find it very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain

credit or loans from Western (Zionist-controlled) banks. King Hussein of Jordan

accepted $13,000,000 under the Eisenhower Doctrine but soom discovered that he

would be forced TO ACCUSE HIS FORMER ALLY, SYRIA, OF BEING RED- DOMINATED. WHEN

Turkey, a member of Eisenhower’s Baghdad Pact, massed troops on Syria's northern

border, King Hussein was called upon to threaten Syria with invasion from the

South. PROOF OF HUSSEIN'S TREACHERY AND HIS SECRET DEALS WITH THE ZIONIST-WUS*

ATED EISENHOWER REGIME can be found in "THE AMERICAN EXAMINER", a weekly Jewish

newspaper of October 17, 1957 under the caption, "U.S. TO TRAIN ARAB TROOPS IN WEST

GERMANY":

"Arab Legion troops will be trained by the United States Army in West Germany, it

was learned from official U.S. sources. Stationing of a regular U.S. Military

Assistance group in Jordan might subject the regime of Ring Hussein to charges of

"American domination", so a plan was worked out to train selected Jordanian

officers and technicians in West Germany, according to these sources. Most of the

U.S. Army mission that visited Jordan to survey its military needs came from West

German bases, it was reported. The Jordanians will be trained in tactics, as well

as in the maintenance and operation of equipment, much of which is of British

manufacture, though furnished to Jordan at American expense."

Zionist forces in Washington hoped to force Hussein to use his British-trained

Arab Legion against Syria. Turkey and Jordan would then have divided Syria be-

tween them and Israel would remain safely under the protection of the Baghdad Pact.

To offset this meddling in the affairs of neutral countries by Washington Zionists,

Mr. Khalid El-Azm, Syrian Minister of State made the following statement in clar-

ifying his country's position:

"It is unfortunate that few Americans have access to accurate facts about the

Middle East. Accordingly, few Americans understand the Arab spirit, the objectives

of the Arab national movement, or the methods followed in pursuit of these object-

ives, These objectives revolve mainly around independence, peace and progress.

Inasmuch as imperialism and Zionism are the main obstacles and threats to these

goals, and inasmuch as America supports imperialism and Zionism, we feel that it
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is this militate against American-Arab understanding. . .Africans know very well that

we rniild not submit to any foreign domination.Nevertheless, it is said tha

r S sw),t intiuer Ih'se

fs Zi
charges are fully aware that they are not true. These charges are used as a weapon

to intimidate us, or as a means of frightening those who are genuinely afraid of, or

the United States for aid or assistance, we have been given conditions ,nd terms

which could not under any circumstances be accepted by sovereign peoples, u
,

to tod .15. in to. ..rid ready to toll to -

to furnish us with the technical assistance we require—and to do so uncondit onaliy,

Sd .toms very total. to .ursclvos-lmoric. ta b... .nragrf.^
United States consider to relations nitt too Sonet Union in 1)57

t-hon throughout World War 11, America had no misgivings about collaborating '<ito

t fcS tl HAS THE SOVIET UNION BECOME COMMUNIST SINCE THAT TIME? (ED NOTE:

Z ZZl Han government ta become AM-210HIST since toe ter.in.tion of Horld

War 11 whereas America has become a virtual slave of Jewish umbit,ions.)

_AJESSAGE_TO OUA RMDEtlS AND SUPPOATEAS^ _

The glaring expose of Zionist subversive influence on Western forei pi policy con-

^
twined in this issue requires your financial assistance for its maximum distnbu

to » LoSta pSi^ SEND l COElTdlBUTlOH TO THE OlSTilBraOH FW OF THE SRF M

ONCE IF YOU LIKED THIS ISSUE. DON'T DELAY. Subscriptions to the NAP Bulletin cost

S
1

!

S per 12 issues. Sates for talk qtontities of this issue are as follois,

10 copies - - - J1.00

50 copies $7.00 500 copies ^60.00

1000 copies $110.00

For those members of the NAP who wish to gain a greater insight of the Jewish

Question and the doctrine of racial nationalism we offer tne following book values

which can be purchased from party headquarters:

"AACE AND AEL1GI0N"— C.G.Campbell-an excellent 238 page book dealing with the

historical record of the relationship between race and religion. Published in

England. Excellent for students of the Aace Question. U3.00)

"JEWS AND MODEAN CAPITALISM"- Werner Sombart—a large, expensively bound book

containing a complete documentation of the Jewish role in the creation of mo-

dern capitalism in Europe and America. ($4.50)

3 "DEIJiOCAACY & W0ALD D0MI.N10N"-Edwin Schoonmaker-a 331 page book dealing with

the imperialist activities of the Westerfl "democracies" in Africa and Asia and

the sinister Jewish forces which created Communism in Aussia., (W.OO)

4 , htH£ TAlUitPH OF THE 1MM0ATAL W1LL"-Dr. Mathilde Ludendorff-a 450 page book

which creates a new racial philosophy from a synthesis between science and

philosophy. All readers of Nietzche's philosophy will like this book. ($3.73)

5. "GAUESOME HAAVEST"—A&lph Keeling-an extensively documented survey of the

Morgenthau Plan and the costly attempt to exterminate the people of Germany -

economically, morally and culturally after World War II. 140 pages ($2.00)

Those sending in at least ONE DOLLAA to help with distribution of this issue will

receive "MARXISM & JUDAISM", a 50 page book. Send your contributions, book orders

or subscriptions to:

I.

(L •

National Aenaissance Party

10 West 90th Street

New York 24, New York.
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Yourletter dated Jhhna*Y 27* 1958, with enclosure

,

hag been received, and I appreciate d© interest prompting your
bringing thih matter:to my attention.

1
In the event you acquire further dad wbichyou

;

believe tu be of concern to the FBI* pleas© feel free, to .contact

the representatives of our Office located at 502 Federal Building,

ft New York.

Sincerely yours*

klgar Hoover
Director

J0J

cc - Albany, with copy of incoming and enclosure
: ,

O :

NOTES, Bufiles reflect that the MNational Renaissance Party" has been V
described by reliable sources . as a neo-Nazi, anti-Semitic and nationalistic
organization,
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Office • UNITED -STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR; FBI (62-83296) date:FEB 1 0 1958TO

FROM SAC; NEW YORK (105-6112)

s oSUBJECT: ^NATIONAL renaissance party
IS-X

Enclosed herewith are 5 copies of a letterhead
memorandum containing information regarding

I a present member of the US Marine Corps! This is for
the Bureau's information and any dissemination it deems
necessary. \ -

The confidential source utilized in this memorandum
is I who furnished the information on 11/19/57 1 .

to
SA | ~t The same confidential source is utilized
to document the National Renaissance Party.
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Urtlteh §fafcs iJeparfrmmt of Jftxatici?

3tetu?ral Bureau of Huoesitgatum

201 East 69th Street
New York 21, New York

F£B 1 0 )9S§

Re:
be
b7C

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, indicated on November 19, 1957* that
he received the following information from a source whom he
termed reliable, but whose identity he did not wish to
disclose. /

stated that one|

I had recently visited JameSJMadole . leader
of the National Renaissance Party J [waa- described" bv
tfiis~~3oure'e~a*s'1a“United StatelsTMarine , |

tail .1 bounds
.ras"ir, and he referred to himsej

The source said that ^ |
formerly attended

National Renaissance meetings at Steinway Hall, New York
City, according to Madole. Madole further, indicated to the

Sir
jvisjsource that

he visited
back some literature
Moseley is a well known fascist leader in England.

A A 3

ted^gngland about a month ago, where
OswaldJpacfaeleyJ s Headquarters and brought

for Madole. This source indicated that

b6
b7C
b7D

The above confidential source advised on April 29,
1957, that the National Renaissance Party is an anti-semitic,
anti-negro, neo-fascist organization with activities generally
confined to the New York City area. He indicated that James
Madole, founder and leader of the Party, is the only person
who consistently performs Party functions. He stated the
Party's main function is the printing and distribution of the
National Renaissance Bulletin on a monthly basis, and other
literature from time to time. which is distributed throughout
the United States and where it is reprinted by
similar organizations « He stated that the National Renaissance
Party recently has distributed ''large quantities of Arab
literature after stamping it with the name of the National

BBBTBOYED
®8 MOV 17^ mt

*NCt£S!JRE
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Renaissance Party, and that finance for the Party's operations
is partly obtained in this manner. This source indicated the
National Renaissance Party continues to maintain headquarters
in the apartment of James Madole, Apartment 8, 10 West 90th
Street, New York City,

5
the United States Marine Corps reflect

is assigned under the name I I

The files o
Serial Number I

I Ienlisted for three years in the United
States Marine Corps Reserve on|

L and was assigned to. the \

atl

I
T

enlisted for three years on

He was honorably discharged on
to enlist in the Regular Marine Corps

*

]
and received

recruit training efc the Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, South Carolina, His latest assignment as of L

December 4. 1957. was as

f

He

I I Marine Corps file contains no record of
disciplinary action or other derogatory information.

from[_
JEtje following additional information was obtained

jMarine Corps file:

Dates Description Dated
Date and Place of Birth

1

December. 1Q56

Race
Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Marital Status
Citizenship
Social Security Number

•bo

b7C

bo
b7C

b6
b7C

2
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Education

Former Occupations
Home Address

Relatives

'

. ,
.... "

y, |

,

The files of the Identification Division contlitin a
civil fingerprint record fori lunder Federal Bureau of
Investigation Number I I This record consists of two
Marine Corps fingerprint cards reflecting enlistments set
out above.
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tesk«b- Liaison Section

Mr, O’Connor

63*83896

Sates February 19, 1858

for Director of Naval Intelligence
Department of the Mavy
The Pentagon
Washington, D*.C*

Froms John EdgarHoover, Director
Federal 3utem of Inveettgatton

Subjeots ^RATIONAL BSMAXSSAMOS PARTF
mTEWM SEGU8ITT * X

Reference is made to the report of Special be
Aaent \ lasted January 10, 1958, at Mem Fork, bic

Mew Fork, in captioned miter •

Page four of this report contains information he
concerning one I load hie reported attendance hie

at meetings sponsored by captioned organization* \

There is enclosed a copy of a memorandum prepared K
by the Mew Fork Office of this Bureau dated February 10. 1958, be
which contains additional information regarding I b7c

Enclosure tec- e J± £ 4»*\

NOTE ON YELLOW: #6 19 FEB 1 y 1958

Captioned organisation is a neg-Nasi , anti-Sem/Otic and
nationalist organisation with headquarters in New York City a

Enclosed memo for ONI contains information which enlarges on
dtta originally furnished ONI by the cbove-mentioned rec orta

New York has identi fted \ I aQ&

] -=7T

the

b6
b7C
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AlATIONAL diSNAlSSAACE BULLSTInA

Official organ of the NATIONAL tViMISSANCE PArtTY devoted to a restoration of the

American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment of

an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice,

published in New York, N,Y. February, 1958

'$•00 per 12 issues Volume 9, No, 2

IS ANTI-SEMITISM JUSTIFIED BY HISTORY?

James H. Madole.

What are the real causes of anti -Jewish feeling among the Gentile peoples of

the world? Is anti-Semitism mere blind prejudice based on the greed, envy and

frustration of the Gentile masses, both Mite and colored, or is anti-Jewish feeling

justified by the stern verdictof history and the natural law of self-preservation?

The record of history proves conclusively that the Jews, more than any other racial

or religious group, have been reviled, persecuted. and extradited from nearly every

Gentile nation, both civilized and uncivilized, both Christian end Moslem, during

the period of recorded history. Is anti-Semitism always the fault of the Gentile

majority or could the activities of the Jewish minority within the Gentile nations

be responsible?

The Jewish people are a racial unit bound together by the messianic religion

of Judaism. Unlike Protestantism and tioraan Catholicism which seek to convert all

nationalities and races to a universal religious faith, Judaism serves as a form

of spiritual cement .binding members of the Jewish race to a messianic doctrine

which preaches that God established a Covenant with Israel through Moses on Mount

Sinai. Thus the Jewish race became "God's Chosen People” or the "People of the

Covenant", They must never assimilate with the Gentile peoples whom they lived

among "in Diaspora" (in dispersion), Thus for nearly 4000 years the Jewish race

has chosen to live as "a state within a state", refusing to be assimilated into

their Gentile surroundings. They have accumulated great wealth and power from their

Gentile hosts but they have used this power and wealth to increase the stranglehold

of world Jewry on the economy, real estate and natural resources of all Gentile

nations. Thus .while the world Jewish community waxed fat and prosperous, the Gentile

peoples were being slowly bled white and pauperized. The Jew, being international-

ist by his very nature, sought to break down all racial and national barrierswithin

the Gentile states. Being an alien the Jew could not conceive of national patriot-

ism and love of one's native land hence he made every possible effort to discourage

such feelings among his Gentile hosts, facial pride was a barrier to Jewish social

and economic progress within the Gentile nations hence this natural impulse must

also be eradicated.

While seeking to stamp out racial pride and national patriotism among the Gen-

tile peoples, the Jews sought to intensify these passions to the ultimate among

"God's Chosen People". The Jew told his own people that their race must never

assimilate with the Gentiles because only the Jews and their "holy" nation of Israel

have a covenant with God, If they kept themselves pure and free from the contamin-

ating influence of Gentile thought and blood, God would keep his covenant with

World Jewry by restoring them to their ancient, Biblical homeland in Palestine,

From this messianic creed of a self-ordained "Chosen people" emanated the doctrine

of Zionism, Zionist doctrine teaches that all Jews owe their primary loyalty to

World Jewry and the Jewish state of Israel established in 1948. Thus Jews residing

and prospering in America:
,
Great Britian, France and Germany utilize their wealth

and influence to bribe and corrupt the governments and public press of these coun-

tries to speak and act in behalf of the state of Israel, By educating his children

in separate Jewish schools where they come under the influence of fanatical Zionist
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instructors and by using Jouish-owned department store andwetail advertising for the

purpose of exerting pressure on the African ^rest, to conduct "Hate Campaign"

against governments, individuals. or groups which dare to oppose the methods and aims

of I^o rid Jewry, the Jews are fast becoming the subversive agents of a foreign power

operating within our national borders, The Gerraan-American Bund and the Japanese

Black Dragon Society were outlawed and their leaders imprisoned by the U.S. Justice

Dept, but not one Zionist organization has even been investigated by our Attorney

General. Because of their sinister influence American, British and French foreign

policy has become the helpless tool of Zionist pressure groups with unlimited funds

at their disposal while 400,000,000 Moslems are being driven into the open arms of

Soviet Hussia.

To further prove our basic contention that World Jewry represents an alien organism

within the bodies of all Gentile nations and that this alien organism is a parasite

which drains the v/ealth of Gentile states and uses this wealth for its own alien

purposes, we now quote from several renowned Jewish leaders and publications:

1. Habbi Schindler, "JEWISH CHRONICLE 11

,
April 28, 1911:

"For fifty years 1 was a partisan of the assimilation of the Jews and 1

believed in it. The American melting-pot will never produce the fusion of a

single Jew".

2. AMERICAN EXAMINER, September 12, 1957, page'll:

"Love is secondary in the traditional Jewish concept of marriage, a

rabbi told a B'nai B'rith Institute of Judaism here. The purpose of marriage,

said Dr. Arthur J. Lelyveld, now executive vice president of the America-lsrael

Cultural Foundation, is "not to allow two people to live happily ever after"

but to serve as a social base for ’"THE REARING OF CHILDREN AND THE TRANSMISSION

OF JEWISH VALUES", (Ed. Note: When Adolf Hitler made statements like the above

in reference to the Germanic people, Wo rid Jewry called him a racial bigot and

cried up a holy war against Nazi German.)

3. Leo N. Levy, lawyer, leader of B'nai B'rith (1900) Quote from speech in a

"MEMORIAL" edited by the Order of B'nai B'rith:

"Who shall say that the Jews are no longer a race? Blood is the basis

and sub-stratum of the race idea, and no people on the face of the globe can

lay claim with so much right to purity of blood, and unity of blood, as the

Jews. The religion alone does not constitute the people. As 1 have already

maintained, a believer in the Jewish faith does not by reason of that fact be-

come a Jew, On the other hand, however, a Jew by birth remains a Jew, even

though he abjures his religion."

4. G. B, Stern, author, "DEBATABLE GROUND"

:

"Jews are a nation. If there was but a theological difference, would

there be such striking distinctions in features and temper? To go to the

synogogue instead of the church, does that change anything in the curve of the

nose? We surely are a nation, a dispersed nation, but the most united nation

in the world."

5. "JEWISH WORLD", January.l, 1909 by 1U, Wodislawski:

"Let us take the mask off. Let us play the Lion of Judah for a change.

Away, away with false patriotism. A Jew can only recognize one Fatherland,

Palestine."

Obviously a tightly-knit race of people holding the beliefs expressed above could

not be considered loyal citizens of any Gentile nation. We find the Jewish race

creating a world-wide Zionist network of subversion by using the wealth and in-

fluence which they have accumulated in their Gentile host-nations to further the

aggressive economic and political interests of World Jewry and the state of Israel.

The reasons for anti-Semitism become quite evident if we devote study to Jewish

international activities.
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I. CAUSES OF AHTl-SffilriSil IN TH3 MIDDLE EAST:

To protect themselves from any future aggression by Israel and her Western

allies, similar to the brutal Sinai invasion of November, 1956, the small Arab

states of Egypt and Syria merged to form the small Arab states of Egypt and Syria

merged to form the UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC under the leadership of President Gamal

Nasser. Already the Zionist-dominated Eisenhower Administration had sought to div-

ide the Arab world by bribing King Hussein of Jordan with dj.000,000 and the right

to have his Arab Legion soldiers trained in west Germany by American officers. In

return King Hussein abandoned his alliance with Egypt and Syria and now is seeking

to preserve his feudal monarchy by setting up a rival merger with King Feisal of

Iraq. Iraq has long been a member of the American-sponsored Baghdad Pact and no

Arab nation belonging to this alliance is permitted to use the arms 'which it obtains

from America against Israel. Hence Israel uses the Baghdad Pact as its shield of

protection against the righteous wrath of her Arab nationalist enemies. Like all

other Israeli weapons, the Baghdad Pact carries a "made in America" label. The

Zionists now hope to convince King Hussein of Jordan and King Feisal of Iraq that

the United Arab Republic constitutes a greater menace to their respective thrones

than does the future prospects of Zionist expansion in the Middle East. If the

people of Iraq, Sauai-Arabia and Jordan refuse to awaken and join hands with Pres-

ident Nasser to curb Israeli aggression, the Arab world shall remain divided and

ripe for conquest.

'why is anti -Jewish feeling so intense in the Middle East? The invasion of,

Egypt by Israel, France and Great Britain in late 1956 left bitter scars and mem-

ories. We must remember the diabolical carapeign waged by World Jewry to secure the

entrance of America into World War 11, Novn President Nasser of timy, little Egypt

was the 'Hitler of the Nile" and World Jewry started to sing their Hymn of Hate

which was to arouse the Western Powers to another crusade in behalf of "the poor,

persecuted Jews". Remember the never-ending tales of persecution a nd concentration

camp outrages brought to America by teeming hordes of Jewish "refugees" luring the

early years of the Hitler regime in Germany? Remember how these same "victims of

Nazi persecution" brought with them to America goll, precious gems and packing

cases filled with the loot of Central Europe? (These huge packing cases were

laughingly referred to as "Jewish coffins.) Americans found out later that Hitler's

main grievance against the Jews was the fact that this alien minority had bought up

nearly 80% of Germany’s wealth, industry, land and assets at ridiculous prices

during the terrible inflation of 1923-24* These assets were purchased with valu-

able foreign cash by foreign Jews who flocked to prostrate Germany like buzzards

descending on the body of a dying man.

Exactly the same pattern was followed in Egypt as was followed in Germany by

the Jews. We hear again the trumped-up atrocity stories and tales of woe, We

quote "THE AMERICAN ZIONIST", page 20, entitled: "50,000 EGYPTIAN JEWS FACE DEPORT*

AT10N BY SUMMER, REFUGEE TELLS UJA:

"A cold pogrom is taking place in Egypt. Nasser is subjecting a helpless min-

ority to every oppression to which Jews were subjected by Hitler, short of death

camps," Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman declared. "Egypt is in economic straits since

Nasser mortgaged his cotton crop to the Communists for guns and blocked the Suez

Canal," Rabbi Friedman said. "Now he plans to enrich himself as Hitler did by a

process of economic squeeze on the Jewish group. The situation cries out for U.N

investigation. "Nasserism is Nazism revived," the UJA Executive declared, NEARLY

800 LEADING JEWISH FIRMS HAVE BEEN CONFISCATED, and their owners jailed or ordered

out, Professionals can’t practice, artisans have no clientele. If these people

don’t get out, they will begin to starve,"

In the same January, 1957 edition of "THE AMERICAN ZIONIST" on page 3 we have

a purported interview with Jewish refugees landing in Naples from Egypt. This

article is entitled "EGYPT JEWS TELL OF NAZI TERROR":



"Through tired lips came the stories of terror, torture and death. They were

told two decades ago by the Jews driven from Hitler's Germany. They are being told

again by Jews driven from Nasser's Egypt. According to the refugees, the government

started by expropriating Jewish as well as British bank accounts. THIS AFFECTED

EGYPT'S MOST IMPORTANT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, ITS INSURANCE FISKS, IMPORT, EXPORT

AND WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMENTS. ALL THIS, THE REFUGEES SAID, BROUGHT BUSINESS TO AN

ALMOST COMPLETE HALT. The refugees agreed that the basis of the anti-Semitic policy

is Egypt's need for money and its hope to get it from the ESTIMATED ‘r-600, 000,000
1:0RTH OF JEWISH PROPERTY IN EGYPT."

We also find that the, great majority of Jews owning this ‘’600,000,000 worth of

Egyptian property and 800 leading Egyptian firms were not even citizens of Egypt

but fell into the category of "stateless persons" or Jews who held foreign passports

and took their financial profits out of Egypt. Thus the great masses of destitute,

poverty-stricken Egyptian people were forced to look on while the Jewish locusts

stripped their nation of its meagre assets. Secondly, although Egypt has officially

remained in a state of war with the government of Israel since 1948 not one

Egyptian Jew suffered privations until after the Sinai invasion of November, 1956.

The Israeli Army knew exactly where to cross the Egyptian borders without encounter-

ing a single Egyptian Army unit. Their position was not discovered until the

Israelis had advanced nearly 10C miles into the Sinai Peninsula. This military

miracle was accomplished as a result of skillful espionage by Egyptian Jews who re-

paid the country where they had resided and prospered with treachery and betrayal.

THIS MAY HELP TO EXPLAIN ANTI-JMSH SENTIMENT IN THE MIDDLE EAST.

2. CAUSES OF ANTI-SEMITISM IN IRAN (PERSIA):

The chief purpose of the Iranian (Persian) Jewish community is to keep Iran

tied to the Baghdad Pact thus preventing her large Moslem population from siding

with the neighboring Arab states agasinst Israel. We quote a dispatch from Tel

Aviv in "THE AMERICAN EXAMINER" of December 26, 1957 entitled, "Jews ip Iran In

First Parley":

"The first convention of Iranian Jewry in modern times was an "important mile-

stone" in the long and ancient history of the Jews in Persia, Prof. Arieh Tartakower

president of the Israel section of the World Jewish Congress, who participated in

the parley, declared in Tel Aviv. There are some 85,000 Jews in Iran, Prof.

Tartakower estimated. He noted that of 17,000 JEWISH CHILDREN IN THE COMMUNITY,

11,000 WERE RECEDING A JEWISH EDUCATION. . .The WJC leader said that Persian Jewish

women were emancipated and that many of them had participated in the convention of

Iranian Jews."

"THE LONDON JEWISH CHRONICLE", in a dispatch from Teheran, reported that the

convention, which lasted four days and was attended by representatives of all Jew-

ish organizations in Iran, was opened by Prince Gholam Reza Phalevi, the brother

of the Shah of Persia. An address was made by Hussein Ala, Minister of Court, who

said that Mohammed Reza Shah Pahlevi, the Iranian Sovereign, "had the welfare,

happiness and progress of ail his subjects at heart, regardless of their race or

reli gion."

In this way the Zionist Jews are skillfully organizaing the Jewish communities

throughout the world to act as agents of the Israeli state. We find Iranian Jew-

ish children sent to schools where they will be trained as fanatical young Zion-

ists without loyalty to any nation but Israel. When Israel starts its inevitable

drive for expansion in the Middle East these Jewish communities will serve as po-

tential fifth-columns in every nation where they are firmly established. Americans

ere reminded of Eisenhower, Nixon, Truman and Roosevelt when they see the brother

of the Iranian potentate rushing to a Jewish convention to heap praise upon a race

of people whose deceit and treachery extend back into history for over 40000 years.



3. CAUSES OF ANTI-SEMITISM IN INDONESIA:

We quote an article from "THE AMERICAN EXAMINER" of December 26, 1957 entitled,

"Indonesian Jewry Facing Hardships, REPORT Shows": "The Australian Jewish community

offered its assistance to any Jews forced out of Indonesia in the current anti-Dutch

disorders. The offer was made by Sidney D. Einfeld, president of the Executive

Council of Australian Jewry, to the Dutch (Jewish) community in Sydney, Australia.

He pledged that his organization would provide temporary accommodations and other

care to Indonesian Jews expelled or fleeing from their country... Since the Indones-

ians took over control of their own country the economic position of the Jews has

worsened. Together with other non-natives in the population, they have been forced

out of business and well paid positions by government regulations and laws aimed at

putting control of the economy in the hands_ of Indonesians."

As a result of this patriotic policy both President Sukarno of Indonesia and

President Nasser of Egypt have been branded as "Red-dominated" by America's pro-

Zionist press and radio. The peoples of Asia and Africa must learn to differentiate

between Western Imperialism and unscrupulous Jews of French, British or Dutch

nationality who have exploited their land and natural resources under the protection

of the French, British and Dutch flags. The people of America and Western Europe

no longer control their governments, industries or media of communication. WESTERN

CIVILIZATION HAS BECOME' THE SLAVE OF JEWISH IMPERIALISM. This is the fundamental

cause of anti-Semitism.

*###**##*#*##****

A CALL TO ACTION

Please assist in the steady growth of our movement by sending in TO dollars for

your subscription to 12 issues of the "NRP BULLETIN". Party membership cards cost

ONE dollar. In this period of economic crisis we must send out ever-increasing

amounts of literature. You can help by purchasing bulk quantities of this issue of

the Bulletin at the following rates:

10 copies - - - $1.00 100 copies (‘12.00

50 copies $7.00 500 copies $60.00

1000 copies $110.00

The following books may be purchased for those who wish to study the Jewish Question

and the docttine of racial nationalism:

1. "JEWS and MODERN CAPITALISM" - - Werner Sombart - -a complete documentation of

the Jewish role in the creation of capitalism. Demonstrates how Jews gained

control of the modern industrial society. Expensively bound. ($4.50)

2. "UNCOVERING THE FORCES FOR MR" - - published by Examiner Books - - an attract-

ive 120 page book which skillfully documents the hidden forces behind two world

wars. ($2.00)

3. "THE TRAGEDY OF ANTI-SEMITISM" - - A.K. Chesterton - - This book is perfect for

a new student of the Jewish Question. A 296 page volume containing debates be-

tween Chesterton and Anglo-Jewish leader, Lefts! ch. ($3.00)

Rush your contribution, subscription or book order to:

National Renaissance Party

• 10 West 90th St.
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DETAILS: -

I. GENERAL ACTIVITIES OP THE NATIONAL
RENAISSANCE PARTY (NRP )

' ...
T-l indicated on March 31 , 1958, that the

IP continues to maintain headquarters at 10 V/est_90th-
/Sireet , j.Ne$iiYprlt.CtpYa in the apartment of JAMES
rffADOLE, £ts~nationW/Teader 0 He stated that MADOLE
holds informal gatherings, weekly at this apartment

>

which are attended by a handful of NRP supporters. He
stated that at present MADOllE is unemployed, but MADOLE
claims to have sufficient funds to continue operation
of. the NRP. MADOLE has - stated, according to T-l,
that he plans no future,.public meetings of the NRP,

' but 'is content to have/idilowers attend meetings . ,

of such groups as the "Truth Seeker"-, at which MADOLE
is a speaker, Y_NATlQUAL NC.£ PA

T-l added that the^Truth Seeker" is an
atheist group headed--bv one CIiARLES^MI-.ffl, ~ which has
been active for many years' in NevT^York Cffy and which
publishes a monthly' pamphlet entitled " Truth. Seeker"
Oldest Freethought Paper In the^World, Pounded 1873.

ladvisaed on January 29,
1958, that he is the I I of the building
at 10 West 90th Street, New York City, He stated that
he is acquainted with JAMES MADOLE, but has not observed
anything unusual about his activities. He added that

'

MADOLE has numerous visitors, but to date he has not.
received any complaints from other tenants in the
building concerning any acjiWi-ti'es in the MADOLE apartment.
He added that ^Mrs ,_^ACEMADO:LE resides in the
apartment with JAlES MADOLE.

ST/j WA/,

II. INDIVIDUALS.
.
CONNEOTEdIjITH THE ' NRP

JAMES MADOLE /A>X

T-l indicated on March 10, 1958, that. JAMES
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MADOLE stated he had been laid off from his job because
of business conditions and there had been nothing
personal in: his discharge as others in the company
had also been laid off. MADOLE indicated that he is not,
seeking another job and has not filed for unemployment
benefits, stating that he doesn’t need.it. MADOLE
added that he would' have enough money to continue putting
out the NR Bulletins. and will be able to manage
funds for the NRP without working.

I I indicated on February .19>
,
195.^1’ -that ha recently

beeamd^rnterested in the NRP .and as £T'revsult had'
invited ' JAMES MADOLE and other members of 'the NRP to
his home... He stated that it is his opinion that the
NRP is a rather small ineffectual organization, with
MADOLE. in complete charge.) He stated that it appears
that at the present time MADOLE is making a great effort
to publicize the Arab point of view in its struggle,
against Israel. . He added bhat MADOLE apparently'

;

regularly visits official A.rab establishments - in New
York City where he obtains much Arab literature.

|

indicated that he was not able to ascertain if MADOLE
was being paid for this work or what he expected to get
out of it.

.

| \
stated the other principal members

of the party appear to- be MADOLE* s mother, GRAPE^MI

ife
and WLsmC.jpSEPHd

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

reflect SN f

The .es of the United States Marine Corps
.s assigned uhdeb the name[

States Marine- Corps Reserve oh
nlisted for three years in the United

at
I

and was assigned tn thef

b6
b7C

- 3 -

\Y
7p
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\

1 He was honorably
discharged on|~

|
to enlist In the Regular Marine

Corps. He enlisted for three years on | |

and received recruit training at the Marine Corps . .

be

Recruit Depot, Parris Island, South Carolina. His’ b7c

latest assignment as of December 4, 1957. was a

I

I 1 Marine Corps file contains no record of b6
disciplinary action or other derogatory information./ b7c

obtained from[
The~ following additional information was.

Marine Corps file

Latest Description Dated
Date and Place of Birth

. Race .

Height
'.Weight
Eyes
Hair

' Marital Status
Citizenship
Social Security Number^
Education

Former Occupations
Home Address

December. 1956

Relatives f

- 4 -
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The files of the Identification,
n p.ivil fingA-pp-Hn-h record for

J.
This record consis

'' b6
' b7C

c
sts

Division contain
lunder- FBI Number

’

two Marine Corps
b6
b7C

fingerprint cards ^reflecting enlistments set out above.

FREDERICK/W$S , _ /

tD- MAtU3?4flr<L H E AM 1SS A N C-.g^AAb
T-l indicated on January 20, 1958 , that any

information concerning FREDERICK WEISS* .contributions \
’’’to the NRP undoubtedly . have reference to something in the
past. He- stated -that MADOLE and WEISS have not seen,
eachother in many months, and they definitely do ‘not get
along anymore. He stated that WEISS has not made any
contributions to the NRP In recent months.

MAX MvHUPDLE ..
•. « wlx .lcc - kl , -

—*—T^ir^ravTsed.. on January 15, 1958, that
MAX B. HUDDLE, 839., Riverside Drive'. New .York 32. Ne.w_Yo.rk..

a member of the~Tmr, naa recently"''printed a pamphlet
entitled, "A Program For Nationals" . He stated :this .

booklet was written by HUDDLE and was his solution to the
social, economic and political problems in the
United States. This bookl^f'requested that the
reader "come to work ftf&mmerican8_Eo.r^D.emoc.ra.ticmRuleIL

.

T-l added the Americans For Democratic Rule is an
alleged organization formed by HUDDLE, but so far as he
knows, it is a one man organization and has no
activities or members

.

5‘v

I
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III. STATED, AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THK'NRP

The February, 1958, NR Bulletin contained

:

the following on its masthead: "official organ of the..
National Renaissance Party devoted to restoration
of the American Republic , preservation of American
sovereignity and the establishment of a American
regime based on the principles of racial nationalism
and social justice". V . .

IV. ACTION TAKEN TO’ IMPLEMENT THE
PROGRAM OF THE NRP ' •

• , .

A, Meetings
'

T-l indicated on January 13* 1958, that
JAMES MADOLE had attended a meeting on January 10,
1958, at Pythian Hall, sponsored by the Truth Seeker,
an atheist group headed by CHARLES. SMITH. He
said that MADOLE was accompanied by about 15 of his boys,
but MADOLE indicated to these persons that he had no intention
of trying to take over SMITH* s, group . .

MADOLE, however, . ...

^indicated he hopes . to spealc regularly at these meetings,
thus saving..himself the. trouble and expense of organising
public meetings of his own. .

T-l added that MADOLE spoke at this .

meeting along his usual anti-semitic line, and CHARLES
SMITH, who is quite elderly, and ill, attended the
meeting, but did' not speak, ’

;

•.

-
.

•
' JAMES MADOLE was observed by Special. Agents ,

of the FBI leaving his residence at 10 West 90th
Street, New York City, .

on January .10., 1958, with
five' other persons and proceeding to Pythian Hall,
Broadway and West 70th Street, New York -City » where he
.was observed to 'enter.

‘
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T-2 stated on January 20, 1958, that' he. •

attended a meeting at Pythian Hall on January .10,.

1958, at which about 35 people were in attendance •

includitaeTJ^ES MADOLE. RALPH <CHINEI^iJU^O.E VRUDDEN,
PAUMDEj£RUm,

|

land Q?C_

of^fcheNRP. T-2 seated that. MADOLE
,,
PITTA j /all members

Deviously
had requested that all his followers attend this
meeting, and that MADOLE spoke before this gathering
along his usual anti-semitic line. "

.

\ Hm/3£g^ k) AfTWkiAL fcARXt
T-2 indicated on. January 27, 1958, that he /

'

had attended a meeting on Jamiary 26, 1958, at
Unions New Jersey, sponsored by "Common Sense". He
stated MADOLE had invited members of the NRP to attend
and some of those' in attendance iwp-re ftRflnE MADOLF,

.

JOE RUDDEN, Mrs , -CROOKES, . RALPH^CI-IINELLi.)J I

,— j T TmmT rj\_2 Rdaed that MADOLE spoke briefly at N/» y ,

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

w,o:and LITK,
this meeting utilizing the NRP line of anti-semitismr

: . .
ft&Ulssamc£ lAHI'/

T-2 indicated on January 10, 1358, that
a meeting of the' NRP was held at-, the apartment: of MADOLE
on January 9 > 1958, which was attended by MADOLE, GRACE
MADOLE, JOE -RUDDEN, RALPH CHINELLX and an.

u

nknown friend
of CHINELLI, TONY PITTA and | | MADOLE '•

indicated during this meeting that he is thinking of -
'

taking over a group which is headed by a man named SMITH,
Who.. Is q.i;ite.-eidexly, and .asked all .his followers’*
to attend a meeting of this grop at ' Pythian .Hall
on January 10, 1958. .

:

b6
b7C

T-l indicated on February 1958,. that a mass
meeting had been held on Sunday, January 26, 1958,. at
the headquarters of. "Common' Sense" in Union, New Jersey.
He said MADOLE had attended this meeting with about
eight members of the NRP, He said MADOLE was the first
speaker at the meeting and went on for about 15
minutes on the NRP line to the effect that the white
race would rule, and that the Jew is the enemy of the
white man. MADOLE also stated that Mexicans, Puerto
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Ricans and other prototypes in South America, and Asia
would have to accept the inevitable or they would be
exterminated. MADOLE stated "We will have to seize
power, show .no wetness and no pity,". . .

'

T-l added that in. a discussion with several
people before the meeting MADOLE had stated that the
NRP stands for the "corporate state and the rule of
the white race". He attacked Christianity as being
a total myth and praised Vikings, Romans and Germans
under Hitler, and he predicted that in order to survive
"We will have to conjure another Hitler and having
learned from the past by our mistakes and weaknesses, that
we will win this "time." MADOLE also' stated that
"Communism and Zionism are polluting the white race
and the world doesn 1 1 need Jews,- Puerto Ricans and all
that scum which is slowly weakening the white race,"

T-l indicated on February 20, 1958* that
the "Truth Seeker" group held a. meeting on February
14, 1958, at Pythian Hall,' New York.. City. He said
JAMES MADOLE' attended with about

.
eight other members of

the NRP, and that MADOLE spoke his usual lines, attacking
the Jews, Negros and Puerto Ricans as unass imil&Lle
people. . -

; '

T-l
.
indicated, on March 10, 1958* that. MADOLE

indicated that he would attend a National Review Forum
to be held at Hunter College on March 20* 1958. MADOLE
stated that he and some of his boys would pass out
NRP literature on- the sidewalk prior to this meeting.
It is noted that the 'National Revi'ewy 211 East

.

.

37th Street, New York City, states that is is "the /
weekly magazine of conservative opinion". ' MADOLE
also indicated iiecwould attend a "Truth Seeker" meeting
on. March 14, .1958, and take members' of the NRP to this meeting
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A Special Agent of the FBI observed JAMES
MADOLE. JOSEPH RUDDEN, and an unidentified person named

I lin attendance at the National Review Forura>
Hunter. College, on March 20, 1958, These three
individuals were observed on the sidewalk outside
Hunter College distributing literature to persons
as they departed from this meeting. The literature
distributed was ,in the form' of various NR Bulletins
and Arab literature, stamped with the name of the NRP.

T-l stated on March 21, 1958, that a
meeting was held at Pythian Hall’ - on March 14, 1958
by the "Truth Seeker" group also called the Ingersoll
Forum. He stated that JAMES MADOLE attended with a large
group of his followers. He. stated that MADOLE spoke
at this meeting and distributed many copies of Arab .

literature, which had been stamped with the npme of the
NRP.

T-l added that . JOB^RPDDEN.T an NRP member,
also spoke briefly, but was very ineffectual and was
barely audible,. T-l added that MADOLE- appears very
happy with his relationship with this group inasmuch
as he does not have to pay any rental to attend
these meetings and uses these meetings as his sounding
board and a place where he can distribute his NRP,
as well as Arab literature.

Bi . Publications

T-l indicated on January 17, 1958, that
JAMES MADOLE recently made the rounds of the Arab
establishments in New York City and had obtained the
following literature, which he rubberstamped
with the name of the NRP and which he would
presumably distribute through NRP channels:

1. "Strife In The Holy Land", the May,
1957 article of the Arab League, "

•

- 9 -
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2. "Notes On The Suez Canel Controversy"
by Dr. FAYEZ A. SAYEGI-I, November 1956 booklet of the
Arab League containing 18 pages,

3. "The Aspiration's Of The
.
People. Of North

Africa", by 'MUHAMMAD H. EL FARRA, which is a. reprint,
from a July, 1956 magazine. • ’

•

'

< 4. "Statement Before The Special Political
Committee Of The. United Nations", by Dr. IZZAT TANNQUSn,
Director of the Palestime Arab Refugee Office in New
York, dated November 28, 1957.

T-l indicated on January 20, 1958, that MADOLE
had finished the January, 1.958 NR Bulletin- consisting
of one c\ *-iarticier:' '.entitled,/- .

"Zionism, The Jewish Colossus 'Which Dominates The
Western World", by JAMES H. MADOLE.. , .

•1 ^

\ T-l said MADOLE indicated the. proof copy would
•go to C01jSB7MC~GINLEY_on January :

20, 1958, to. be
jnimeographeh* at the office of "Common Sense". T-l
said this article refers to the recent Afro-ASian
Conference held. in Cairo as being the condemnation
of western' support of the illegitimated state ofIsrael,
the Bagdad Past and ' the 'Eisenhower Doctrine,. ' In the
article, MADOLE indicates that 'the. Jewish race.,
constitutes a world-wide- network of subversive, aliens
who by their action, are driving more than one billion
Afro-Asians into the Soviet orbit. T-l said that
MADOLE calls President EISENHOWER a "fawning tool
of organized Zionism" and states that. IKE helped
Zionism during World War II.

MADOLE also questions that the United States
should consider relations with the Soviet Union

' objectionable. at this time when during' World War
II, American had no misgivings about collaborating with
Russia. MADOLE states that the Soviet Russian Government

10 -
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became anti-Zionist since the termination' of World
War II, whereas America' has become a virtual
slave of Jewish ambitions.

T-l indicated on January 15, 195$, MADOLE
indicated that he recently had sold $30.00 worth
of the latest NR Bulletin in the Yorkville Section of
New York City.

'

f T̂^iyfa
r
fcir~4VriQ'5'd . aavisecTSA JOHN

W. FAINThat he had received a mimeographed sheet
captioned "The Jewish Peril", which contained accusations
against the Jewish race' and cartoons of individuals
depicting Jewish facial characteristics. He referred
to this sheet' as being "typical anti-Jewish propaganda",
and that it was stamped as being by the National Renaissance
Party, 10 West' 90th Street, New York. 24, New York.

T-l Indicated . on March 8, 195$,
.

that JAMES
MADOLE indicated the new bulletin would be ready
for mimeographing about March. 5, 1958, and- the
title would be "Anti-Semitism Justified By History".,
MADOLE- stated the main theme of the. article, which
stated the causes of anti-semitisra in the Hear East,
had been written by the Arabs.- MADOLE' explained that the .

Arabs he had reference to were, "the . Egyptians., and
,

everything clears- through them".

T-l indicated on, March 11, 1958, that the
February, 1958 NR Bulletin had been mimeographed
at the office of "Common Sense", and contained one
article entitled "Is Anti-Semitism Justified. By Histrry?",
by JAMES H. MADOLE.

.

•

C„ NRP Groups In the United States And Association
- - ; -Of -The ~NRP With Other -Nati onalist Groups ~ -

. No information has been received during

.

11
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the period of this, report indicating that the NRP
has any active groupu outside New York City or thate it is
attempting to, associate itself with other nationalist
groups

.



APPENDIX

It is noted that ’’CoMon Sense" published
by the Educational Association of Union* New Jersey,
was characterized in a: report issued on December
17, 1-95^

j

by the Committee on Un-American Activities
of the? United States House of Representatives as a
ahate group" . vehicle publishing "some of the most
vitriolic hate propaganda ever to come to the attention
of the Committee". According to the report,
"Common Sense" depicts Communism as "Judaism",
and devotes its pages almost exclusively
to attacks on the Jeivish and to a lesser extent, the
Negro minorities in our nation. Sympathy for the
former Nazi regime in Germany is also injected Into
this propaganda.
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ADMINISTRATIVE
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intelligence purposes.

On 1/10/58. fisur was conducted by SAS
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SA I I.
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INFORMANTS

Ideiitity Date of Activity Date Agent to File Number
of Source and/or Description Received whom

.
where

- - of -Information -
' Furnished - -Located - - -

T-l General Activities 3/3l/5&'/ '

Re MADOLE 3/10/58
z:

Instant report

105-6129-106

Re WEISS . 1/20/581

Re HUDDLE 1/15/58*

Re meeting I/IO/58 1/13/58*

Re "Common Sense" 2/4/58*^
meeting

Re "National Review 3/10/58^
meeting

I Re "Truth Seeker" 3/11/58
I meeting ... .. ....

. Re Arab literature I/17/58 *

105-6112-576

105-6112-577

105- 6112-572

105-6112-582

105-6129-106

Instant report

105-6112-575

Re Jan. NR Bulletin 1/20/58 105-6112-576

Re literature sale I/I5/5 J

Re meeting 2/14/58 2/20/5^

105-6112-577

105-6112-586

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

2
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Identity Date of Activity Date Agent to File Number
of Source and/or Description Received whom

;

where
----- of :Information -

,

- -
- y - -Furnislied - - -Located - -

t-2

Re new Bulletin 3/8/58' ^

Re Feb. NR Bulletin 3/11/58'*

Re meeting I/IO/58 l/20/58t

(request)
Re CS meeting 1/27/58

Re NRP meeting l/lO/58/l

105-6112-58^
*

.

105-6112-588

105-6112-57^

.105-6112-573

105-6112-574

b6
hi
hi

Careful consideration has been given to the
sources concealed, and T symbols were utilized in the
report only in. those instances where the identities of
the sources must be concealed.

LEAD

NEW -YORK

'

At New York/ -New York

Will continue to follow the activities of the
subject group and its members through* established sources.

3

U

O



UNIA) STATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
In Reply, Please Refer to April 9$ 1958
File No*

..Re:. National Renaissance Party

T-1 . mentioned in the report of Special Agent' be

I
dated and captioned as above, b7c

has furnished' reliable information in the past and
obtained his information from a source whom he
termed reliable, . and a member of the subject group,
but whose identity he did not wish to disclose,

T-2. in the above-mentioned report, is a b 7 c

l
and has furnished reliable'

information in the past, 1

.

This Is loaned .to you by the Federal. Bureau
of investigation, and neither it nor its contents -

are to be distributed outside the agency to which
loaned.

Copies destroyed
bb NOV 17 JiM

Rta.
9

WO'N

& -



\*f.
'

Assistant Attorney General
Internal Security Division

Director* FBI

^ ^Afe"slcUR?
S^ISG^^EA.R'iaC,

'
1

- s

^sS'0?^n^bi?'S^
7j- ?-

.>, ... s
>?>.;•

•

May 1, 1958

It Is requested that this Bureau be advised
whether a decision has been reached concerning the '

designation of the National Renaissance Party pursuant
to the provisions of Executive Order 10450.

62-83296

NOTE ON YELLOW:’ .Referral/ Consult

This communication is being directed to the
Internal Security Division of the Department inasmuch
as that Division is directly responsible for a decision
concerning the designation of an organization under
Executive Order 10450. *-^Jational Renaissance Party is a
man anti-Semitic and anti-Negro organization in New York,
which is under active investigation regarding possible
designation under E.O, 10450. By letters ^-<7
and 9-6-97 we solicited Department « a dedal on

one-

£
?.

We
ourcontinue to rurnish the Department with results 01

investigation and to preclude unnecessary work on an
insignificant organization, a follow-up to

JOCtfjb/// the Department is in order. ^ A

tjf-

Tolson
Boardman
Belmont
Mohr
Nease

Tele. Room
Holloman
Gandy

>
rWA | l\

22 \fW

— fcPl- nM(SQMMWVfBWfOW

MAY 1 - 1958



standard fori* no. 64

.Office Memorandum • united states government

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-6112)

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS - X

DATE; 5/12/58

Enclosed are two Photostats of the March - April,
1958 “National Renaissance Bulletin" which was furnished
to the NYO by I I on 4/21/58 ; Two Photostats are
also enclosed for Mobile as an article contained therein
entitled, "Racial Nationalist Candidate Seeks Governorship
of Alabama, H concerns Admiral JOHNwgROMMELIN of Wetumpka , Alabama

«

! For the Information of Mobile, I I has advised
on 4/21/58 that the National Renaissance Party is an anti-
Semitic, anti-Negro, neo-Fascist organization with activities
generally confinep to the NYC area; It was founded in
1949 ]?y JAMES rJtMADOLE, wHcf*is in cong>lete control of the
party; The party’s main function is distribution of the
"National Renaissance Bulletin" on a monthly basis and distribution
of pro-Arab literature obtained from Arab estab^^hi^nts in ^
NYC. The Un-American Activities Committee of the&UJ^House of /s
Representatives, in a preliminary report dated lg^l7/54, stated,
"NRP activities and propaganda are clearly subvef’Sive and
un-American; ,?

. S
The above is submitted for the information the Bureau.

_ >> SSL*

Lff)
Bureau (62-83296) (Sicls; 2) (RM)

1 - Mobile ( Ends 2) (info) (RM)
1 -I , I

1 -NY 105-6112
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r^IONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN

FFICIAL ORGAN OF THE NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PRftttTY devoted to a restoration of the
erican Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment of

n American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.

Rear Admiral John G. Crommelin (USN RET.) has declared himself a candidate for
the office of Governor of the state of Alabama on the Democratic Party ticket. The
rimary election takes place on May 6, 1958 and we urge all members of the National

Renaissance Party living in Alabama to support John Crommelin at the polls on that
ate. Those who wish to contribute to his campaign fund should send their contrib-
tions to PAYRIOTS FOR CROMMELIN, BOX 441, WETUMPKA, ALABAMA.

Rear Admiral Crommelin is the only major political candidate in America today
.

ho has openly dared to expose American Jewry as the sinister force behind the drive
for racial integration in the United States. The following statement can be found
in Mr. Crommelin' s campaign literature under the title, "WHO IS JOHN G. CROMMELIN?":

"Nine years ago John Crommelin told the American people the truth about poten-
tial subversion in Wahsington and as a result was forced to retire by the then
resident Harry S. Truman. (Ten months later Crommelin' s estimate was proved by

Truman's teeasonable conduct of the Korean War.) Since then John Crommelin has been
very active in the political and public life of Alabama and has maintained a very
keen interest in the Welfare of his fellow Alabamians and this nation."

While many Southern leaders have not hesitated to attack the deadly policy of
racial integration, whose evil and terrifying results can be seen in the New York
public schools where rape, murder and pillage are becoming everyday events, few, if
any. Southern political leaders have dared to expose the Jewish organizations which
are the financial and intellectual backbone of this stupendous drive for racial in-
tegration in all aspects of American life. These Southern political leaders try to
convince their poorly informed followers that millions of dollars spent by the NAACP
and the Urban League are collected from shanty-town Southern Negroes or the slum
dwellers of New York's Harlem. There are only 400,000 Negroes, out of a population
of 17,000,000 Negroes in the entire United States, enlisted in the NAACP. The few
wealthy Negroes in America avoid open identification with the rabble-rousing, Jew-
ish sponsored NAACP as they would avoid a deadly plague. Americans from the deep
South, who have never been in the North, fail to realize that only the Jew holds
the political purse-strings of the nation in his grip. Arthur Spingarn, financial
angel of the NAACP, Theodore Kheel of the Urban League and Charles Abrams of the
State Committee Against Discrimination in New York (SCAD are all Jews. The rank and
file Negroes who form the membership of these rabble-rousing organizations are merely
window-dressing without influence or power. BEHIND RACIAL INTEGRATION STANDS THE
ORGANIZED FINANCIAL AND POLITICAL POWER OF THE JEW.

Thus John Crommelin becomes invaluable to the racial nationalist cause whan he
states in his platform, "My purpose is to donduct a hard hitting campaign in every
precinct in Alabama; expose the origin, nature and aims of the Communist-Jewish
Conspiracy; win the election; establish a close and harmonious man-to-man relation-
ship with each and every member of both houses of the State Legislature, and with
their assistance break the grip of the Communist-Jewish power centers in New York
and Washington; and return control of our State government to you White Christian
Alabamians, my own people."

blished in New York, N.Y.

2,00 per 12 issues
March—April, 1958
Volume 9, Nos. 3 & 4

RACIAL NATIONALIST CANDIDATE SEEKS GOVERNORSHIP OF ALABAMA
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•> To further prove that John Crommelin is an American patriot and not fearful of

criticism by the worst enemies of our race and nation we now quote from "THE

NATIONAL JEWISH POST" of February 14, 1958, page 9, entitled, "ALABAMA GOVERNOR CAN-

DIDATE IN ANTI-SEMETIC OUTBURSTS":

"The anti-Semitic accusations of a candidate in Alabama's current race for gov-

ernor caused considerable concern at the fourth annual meeting here (in Atlanta, Ga.)

of the Southern Regional Board of the Anti-Defamation League. But no action was

taken on the matter except the board's expressed feeling that the abusive language of

John Crommelin, the gubernatorial candidate, emphazized a matter that would have to

be dealt with by Alabamians on their home ground."

"Crommelin was quoted during a forum of gubernatorial candidates as saying that

"the Satanic plot to mix the blood of the White Christian people of the South with

Negroes is directed and financed by the Communist-Jewish conspiracy" "The ultimate

objective," Crommelin declared in Birmingham, "of the Communist-Jewish conspirators

is to use their world-wide control of money to destroy Christianity and set up a

world government in the framework of the United Nations... and eliminate all racial

distinctions except the so-called Jewish race, which will then become the master race

with headquarters in the state of Israel and in the United Nations in New York..."

"While the ADL board refrained from taking action, it was pointed out by a

spokesman that, "in the long-range picture, Crommelin is a passing danger as John

Kasper was. But if we don't counteract the action of each one, however minor, we

may miss the one who would become a Hitler."

Whether or not John Crommelin wins the primary election on May 6, 1958, he will

open the eyes of the entire population of Alabama to the all important Jewish Question

In this way he is paving the road for the ultimate liberation of the American people

and deserves the complete support of all NfiP members both inside and outside of Ala-

bama. Write to his headquarters in Wetumpka, Alabama for campaign literature.

a#############*##*#
**#**##*#*####*####

BEHIND RACIAL INTEGRATION STANDS THE JEW.

James H. Madole

The recent bombings of the Nashville Jewish Community Center and a Jewish rec-

reation center in Miami, both of which served as meeting halls for radical, pro-

integrationist organizations, prove conclusively that White Southerners are finally

awakening to the fact that organized American Jewry is the basic motivating force

behind the drive for racial integration. With 5,190,000 Americans unemployed as of

mid-March and 352 firms listed as business failures or closed due to bankruptcy,

President Eisenhower was trying to soft-pedal all civil rights legislation to pre-

vent further riotous situations from developing in the South. The collapse of the

American economy has virtually spelled doom for the Republican Party in I960 but the

same Jewish pressure groups which bought the nomination for Eisenhower in 1956 now

hope to elect Adlai StevenBon on the Democratic ticket in I960. Stevenson would

in-augurate another NEW DEAL regime, similar to the Jew-ridden Roosevelt clique of

odious memory. STEVENSON WOULD ALLEVIATE OUR BUSINESS SLUMP BY THE ROOSEVELT METHOD

NAMELY: BY STARTING WORLD WAR III.

Ever since the creation of the Federal Reserve Banking system in 1913, our gov-

ernment has placed the power to control currency and credit as well as the power to

create inflation and depression in the hands of private, alien Jewish bankers. This

same situation can be found in Great Britain, France and Germany. The founder of the

Jewish banking dynasty, Mayer Amschel Rothschild, once stated, "Permit me to issue

and control the money of a Nation, and I care not who makes its laws." The Roth-

schilds and their descendants have since become the absolute rulers of Western finance

with the power to expand or deflate currency and credit at will thus placing in their
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alien, Jewish hands the ability to bring about inflation, depression and untold misery

for entire nations. Our government, whether dominated by Republicans or Democrats,

is forced to borrow huge sums of money from these Jewish bankers through the Federal

Reserve Bank at heavy rates of interest. Our huge national debt is owed to these in-

ternational shylocks.

Our nation is living on credit extended by these Jewish-owned banking institu-

tions which have a complete monopoly on the world's gold supply. Our people have

their homes mortgaged, are forced to borrow from Jewish-owned loan companies or to

borrow from banks at excessive rates of interest and even their automobiles, radios

and television sets are bought on time, through the media of installment buying, from

Jewish middlemen, car dealers and Jewish department stores. Our government is help-

less to act while indebted to this financial octopus.

The only solution which can eternally break the chains of debt-slavery which

have shackled the proud American Eagle since 1913 is to destroy the power of the Jew

which lies in his control of the gold market. Therefore we must nationalize the

American banking system, abolish the Federal Reserve octopus and place the control of

currency and the issuing of credit in the hands of the racial nationalist state whose

purpose is to safeguard and promote the welfare of the totality of the American peo-

ple. We must then abolish the gold standard and erect our standard of values on the

productive capacity of the American workers. This would give our nation the highest

standard of living in the world. It would also abolish the possibility of economic

travail periodically inflicted on our nation by inflation and depression of the

national currency and would eliminate the need for a Federal income tax. It would

restore currency and the coinage of money to the hands of the Federal government

as guaranteed in the Constitution of the United States and WOULD CRUSH FOREVER THE

POWER OF INTERNATIONAL JEWRY WHICH LIES IN THE POWER OF GOLD. THE NATIONAL REN-

AISSANCE PARTY is the only political party in America committed to such an economic

program.

Racial integration is the weapon used by American Jewry to lower the social and

cultural level of White civilization on the North American continent. Negroes and

Puerto Ricans are merely convenient tools. In Great Britain the Jew is seeking to

flood the nation with West Indians and colored hordes from the English colonies.

The inability of the Negro race to absorb or benefit by the cultural standards of

Western civilization was stressed in the "SATURDAY EVENING POST" of April 27, 1907

in an article entitled, "THE VARD1MAN IDEA -HOW THE GOVERNOR OF MISSISSIPPI WOULD

SOLVE THE RACE QUESTION". Governor Vardiman was a staunch believer in racial seg-

regation and his views were given a fair hearing in the American press of 1907, some-

thing that would never happen in the Jew-dominated American "free press" of today.

We quote the article as follows:

"The White man cannot, by law, confer his own instincts, his genious for govern-

ment, his capacity and power of comprehension upon the Negro. The Negro should

never have been trusted with the ballot. He is different from the White man. This

inestimable privilege was thrust upon him, snatching him out of his 20,000 barbaric

years and placing him shoulder to shoulder with the heir of all the ages. This was

a stupendous blunder, ’worse than any crime, and the sober second thought of the

nation should correct it. We must repeal the 15th and modify the 14th Amendment to

the Constitution of the United States. Then we shall be able in our legislation to

recognize the Negro's racial peculiarities, and make laws to fit them. This would

leave the matter precisely as was intended by the Fathers of the Republic."

"Human history begins in the valley of' the Nile. Equatorial Africa, occupied by

Negroes, has been vaguely known to Europeans for about 4 centuries; that portion

occupied by Egyptians has a recorded history variously estimated at from 5000 to

17,000 years before Christ. Throughout this staggering antiquity we catch an
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of the race... the taste for art decayed; technical ability began to deteriorate. The

moral and intellectual standards declined, and the mass of the people showed signs of

relapsing into barbarism." King Taharqa, whose Negro blood is betrayed in his

sculptured face, a mixed degenerate, was driven from the throne by the Assyrians.

This is what happened to Egypt, the most cultured and refined country of antiquity."

The moral corruption and degeneracy prevalent in the American public school

system as a result of racial integration in our Northern cities is but a foretaste

of things to come. Everywhere the Jew is spinning his web of racial degeneration

and subversion, paving the way for conquest of America and Western Europe by savage

Communist hordes from the Russian steppes. America Awake.

a#######*##*##
A MESSAGE OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO PATRIOTS.

The National Renaissance Party is seeking to build the strongest racial nation-

alist party in American history. With an economic depression looming on the im-

mediate horizon, we need the financial and political support of all right-wing Amer-

icans in order to flood this country with informative literature. You can help by

sending in your Two dollar subscription to the "NRP BULLETIN" without delay. Sub-

scribe for friends whom you want to keep informed. Another important way to help

is to purchase bulk quantities of this issue for distribution to your friends.

THIS HELPS TO PAY POSTAGE AND PRINTING COSTS. Bulk rates are as follows:

10 copies $1.00 100 copies $12.00

50 copies $7,00 500 copies $60.00

1000 copies $110.00

You can also help us while helping yourself by purchasing the following books which

are for sale this month:

1. "THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM"- - by Wickliffe B. Vennard Sr.- -a 377 page book

containing an excellent analysis of the Federal Reserve conspiracy as well as
details of Communist and Zionist subversive activities in America. ($2.00)

2. "THE QUEST OF HUMAN QUALITY"- - Anthony Ludovici- -a 228 page book imported

from England and dealing with the creation of a genetic and intellectual aris-

tocarcy to supplant democracy in the West. An excellent primer for racial

nationalists seeking to find a new source of leadership mate rial ($3. 00)

3. "THE YOUNG ARAB SPEAKS"- - a 73 page book describing the tremendous upsurge of

nationalism throughout the Middle East. Describes political and economic

development in this vital area of the world. ($1.00)

4. "DEMOCRACY & WORLD DOMINION" - - Schoonmaker — a 331 page book dealing with

the imperialist activities of the so-called democracies and the sinister Jewish

forces behind World Communism in Europe. ($3.00)

5. "FRAUDULENT CONVERSION" - - by Colin Jordan a 145 page analysis concern-

ing the myth of Moscow's change of heart toward the Jews. ($2.00)

6. "WHO IS THE REAL ENEMY" - - an 8 page pamphlet exposing Jewish subversion in

America and proving the Jew is behind racial integration. (12 copies per $1.00)

Send your check to:

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th St.

New York 24, N. Y.
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

MR. TOLSON

G. A. NEAi

date: May 19, 1958

aJAMES MADOLE
^NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
BUFILE 62-8329,6

Tdm
w Belmo

r Mohr
Neas
Parse!

Rosen 1

Tamm _
Trotter _

Clayton

For record purposes, ASAC l lof the New York Office

telephonically advised my office at 2:35 PM today that information had b
received through a.reliable confidential source

| |
that Jam

/[would issue a blast:against J. Edgar Hoover and would take him down'a

Tele. Room
Holloman _ _ /

.

G ari’dy •

b6
hlC

'
. b7D

adole

or two, that he- would go after the Director* s book "Masters
'would point,.ouEtha^he, Director is the "maste r of deceit.

"

otch

of Deceit*' and A

that ail thd'Hoove"fs

Jstate s apparently Madole isin the world c^-ri't sell Jewr’.y to us. "

I

going to have, his statement in a bulletin put out by his party which is an
anti-Semetic-group consisting largely of German sympathizers. Madole
intends to point out the long-time association of the Director with

Walter Winchell whom Madole claims is an agent for the Anti-Defamation
League. The bulletin is to be printed Wednesday of this week in Union, New Jersey,

and the New York Office is making arrangements to get a copy as soon as
possible and will forward it to the Bureau.

1 - :Mr:' Boardman
1 - Mr '"fepilrnnrit
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Office IS/lemMtndum y united st^s government

Mr. Ne date: May 20, 1958

subject^ames MADOLE
ATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY.

a Tolson

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter
Clayton
Tele. Room
Holloman
Gand^x,The New York Office on May 19, 1958, advised that, GandjCHH

according to an informant, the above-captioned individual would issue a blast N.

against the Director and attack ’’Masters of Deceit” in a bulletin issued by his \
organization. He reportedly would assert that the Director is the. "master of

deceit" and that the "Hoovers in the world can’t sell Jewry to usfA The bulletin P
is to be printed on Wednesday of this week. Mr. Tolson noted, "What is

background of Madole?" and the Director commented, "Let me know.";,o^ :

File 105-52256 reflects that James H. Madole is the subject of

an "Internal Security—Egypt; Registration Act’ ’ investigation. He is President
I of the National Renaissance Party (NRP), an anti-Semitic, anti-Negro and neo-

I
Fascist group in New York City. The NRP is being investigated under an J *

Internal Security- caption and is presently under active consideration by
Department for designation pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

^ „ 5

rMadble, the founder and leader of the NRP, is the only-person who

|
consistently performs Party functions. According to an infornaant, the Party’s

j
main function is the. printing and distribution of the "National Renaissance BulLltin’

on a monthly basis and other -literature from time to time, which is distribuCjsra

throughout the United States and abroad where it is reprinted by similar ovssM-

.

zations. • D . , n . fii

The present Registration Act investigation of Madole was insMtuted

in.November, 1956, upon receipt of information that he was distributing -

propaganda in the New York area. -Investigation reflected that Madole periodically

visited various Arab diplomatic establishments in the New York area, including

the Syrian and Egyptian Consulates, and obtained large quantities bLpropaganda
which he stamped with the name of the NRP and sold to his followers. I~ I

any data that Madole is being paid by. any of the Aral

•-
•”
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Jones to Nease memorandum :
, ,

a contractual relationship with him. Madole was not interviewed by the Bureau
in view of the pending investigation of the NRP and also since he is known to be
hostile to the FBI. The Registration .Afet'aspects of Madole’ s activities were
referred to the Department on April 25, 1958, with the request that this Bureau
be advised in event his activities as reflected by our investigation require his

regMratiGmpur^ant^'to the provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act
of 1938, as amended.

'

REGQMMENDATIQN: None. For information.
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^ 1Memorandum • united states government

TO.

FROM :

, SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK (100-90311)

ATIONAL RENAISSANCE. PARTY

THUMBNAIL SKETCH

A* /

The following is an amended Thumbnail Sketch .

of the above captioned organization; o

f^^On 4/21/58 # a confidential source stated that
the. National Renaissance Party is an anti-Semitic, anti-
Negro, neo-Fascist organization with activities generally.

5confined, to the NYC area. It was founded in 1949, by
JAMES H. MADOLE who is in complete control of the party.
The party’s main function is distribution of the National
Renaissance Bulletin on a monthly basis and distribution
of pro-Arab literature obtained from official Arab estab-
lishments in NYC*

The Un-American Activities Committee of the US
House of Representatives in a preliminary report, dated
12/17/54# stated '?NRP: activities and propaganda are clearly
subversive and-nn^Araerlean.”

This; source indicated that the NRP continues to
maintain headquarters in the apartment of JAMES MADGLE,
apt 8 , 10 West:^90,thv

Street, NYC.

The above "source ls [~ pjho; has furnished
reliable infot^ationVinthe past, contacted on 4/21/5®# by

Care fia- consideration has been given to this
‘.source and a symbol* was utilized in that instance where
identity of the source must be concealed.

. /3ft - Bureau (RM)
o0 . (1 - Thiambha.il Sketch)

It' New York (105-6112)
co 1 - New York f l
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/ STANDARD form NO. 64 A
Office Memorandum • united states government

ro : DIRECTOR, FBI ( 62 -83296 )
/ date: 6/11/58

FROM ulrSAC, NEW YORK (105-6112)

subject:' NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS - X

Enclosed herewith are 2 copies of the May, 1958
National Renaissance bulletin, which was furnished
to the NYO by

| |
on 6/3/58.

2 Photogtats of of this
bulletin were furnished to the Bureau by NY airtel,
dated 5/23/58, under the caption "MASTERS OB DECEIT,
INFORMATION CONCERNING."

Thisr bulletin consists of one article entitled
EdgarHo/ver. America's Foremost

_

Master of Deceit"
/ by JAMESntamADOLE ancPis an attack^uponTtooVER

~

and the Book "Masters of Deceit"
(
along the usual antf-

Semitic line of MADOLE and the subject organization.

The above is for the information of the
Bureau.

b7D

b7D





NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN
#***•#**•******#*#*

Officfal organof the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY . devoted to a restoration of the

American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and therestalSLi sftment of
an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and* social justice.

Published in New York, N.Y. . May, 1958
$2,00 per 12 issues Volume 9, No. 5

J. EDGAR HOOVER, AMERICA'S FOREMOST MASTER OF DECEIT.
James ft. Madole.

Many sincere American nationalists as well as political conservatives like
William Buckley Jr. of "NATIONAL REVIEW", Sam Petti ngi11 and radio commentators John
T. Flynn and Fulton Lewis Jr. will shrink in horror from the title of this article
w^i ch strongly questions both the veracity and the integrity of J. Edgar Hoover, the

patron-saint of the American Conservative Movement and Chief of America's FBI. We

hope the devout followers of Mr. Hoover will practice their much vaunted tolerance
long enough to study the documentation provided in this article with an open mind.

"MASTERS OF DECEIT", Hoover's most recent literary effort, proves -conclusively that
FBI Chief Hoover must have had himself in mind when he entitled the volume.

American nationalist Aders and publications have stated that Hoover did not
actually write this book or that he was not aware of its contents when it went to

press bearing his name as author. Are we then to assume that the Chief of America's
Federal Bureau of Investigation, a man who has been entrusted with safeguarding our
nation's internal security for nearly 35 years, permits his name to be used as author
of a 374 page volume whose contents- arb -completely unknown <to him? Such ideas are
completely ridiculous. The Simple fact is that j. Edgar Hoover permitted his good
name to be used in whitewashing organizations like the Anti-Defamation League of
B.'hai -B' rith,' 'the American Jewish- ;Cdimittee s 'and "ae hoSt“Of >other''jewish i'gr6ups"'. Mr.
Hoover was a close friohdtofr'radi6' c6mroehtatOr ;and news^cdlumhi st

1

Waiter- Winchell

.

Winchell has' long served as eui-unofficiai^mouthpie'ce for* propaganda^of ; the' Anti --

Defamation League. Considering the nature of the contents of "MASTERS OF DECEIT" it
would not be surprising' to- learn that the plot for this book was hatched? in'- the
Stork Club, the famous New York night-club where ADL mouthpiece Walter Winchell- and
FBI Chief Hoover often* went for after-hours relaxation;

The Anti-Defamation League of B'lki^B'rith^and^the American Jewish Committee
will be eternally remembered by patriotic Americans for their vicious attacks on
Congressional1 Committees- investigating' Communist* activities’ within American govern-
mental agencies,- in 'Hbll^6dd:

,
:in ;American ;

colleges- and- in' American -scientific •
” ‘

circles. The majority of those' investigated turned out * to* be^Jews for^the simple
reason thab“ the majority 0f: members and eympathizerS^ofT-the" American’,Communist Party
•were'- then and are * now members^of * the J Jewi sh Race ; •-• As ' a’ ’^result' ' of 'thi s embarrassing
discovery, which can be' substantiated by- obtaining the 1

- records of' Congressional
Investigating -Committees from-the Governmentprinting OffiCeand studying the names
and backgrounds of those people-Under^investigation for Red activities, the Anti-
Defamation League : and -American Jewish Committee launched 'ai vicious v smear campai gn
against men like Senators Joseph McCarthy and William Jeimer. They popularized
terms such as "Red herrihg"- and "CoxigressiohalnWitch-Huhters"’. ' Although the ADL and
AJC are willing- to 'publicly slap the wrists of such' obvious 1 Communists as Joseph
Stalin,- WiHiarn- Z. Foster and' Earl Browder, '- !they> heap ’praise^ oh' and 'rush to: the- de-
fense- of' the infinitely more dangerous "liberal- democratic’elements" which seek to*

cloak their Red activities -under' -thev label -'of. either the Democratic or Republican
Party..'-- • •

--<• -n-' >K. 'v.- !

.--•j"
’.i-r-.i j-,-;-,.; • ...

Let- us -study and Carefully analyze’ a few of the statements- -in J:i- Edgar Hoover* s

ibok', • "MASTERS OF DECEIT"-, -'and- thus determine’ Wl&thW Hoove r^ite ei ther, a- misguided,

'dupe or a' deliberate, unmitigated liar who is seeking to use : ’hi s splendid - reputation
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lit American patriotic circles to deliberately misguide and deceive the American pub- „

lie into absolving American Jewry of any connection with the World Communist conspir-
acy.' Just how patriotic and "anti-Communist" are the Anti-Defamation League and the
American Jewish Committee? Most of Hoover's statements regarding Jews and Communism
pain be found in Chapter 19, entitled, "THE COMMUNIST ATTACK ON JUDAISM."

As head of our FBI which maintains a close relationship with the Central In-
telligence Agency (CIA) of Allen Dulles, Hoover could not help but realize that the

title of this chapter was completely misleading to the American public. The Soviet
Russian government has never been and is not now opposed to Judaism or the Jewish race

which practices the religion of Judaism. The Communist regime has opposed the pol-
itical doctrine of ZIONISM because that doctrine would compromise Soviet foreign pol-
icy in the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Secondly, the political supporters of
Zionism, which include 750,000 registered Zionist Jews in the United States, practice
a system of dual loyalty which causes the Zionist to pledge his primary allegiance to

the state of Israel. They extract money from and influence the foreign policy of
their host-nations in behalf of Israel. THIS IS PERMITTED IN AMERICA AND WESTERN
EUROPE BUT IS FORBIDDEN IN SOVIET . RUSSIA. Opposition to Zionism can hardly be called
anti-Semitism. This problem was explained in an interview with Kikita Khrushchev by

Mrs, Eleanor Roosevelt which appeared in the "NEW YORK POST" entitled, "RUSSIA AND
THE JEWS".

"One of the questions I submitted to Mr. Khrushchev, after the recording of the
interview was ended, was . about his general attitude on the Near Eastern situation
and the treatment of the Jews in the Soviet Union, as well as some of his statements
on the State of Israel. Mr. Khrushchev seemed very anxious to have us understand tha -

a Communist COULD NOT BE ANT1-SEMETIC. Communism, he said, was opposed to all dis-
crimination for reasons of race or religion, and if a member of the Communist Party
were known to be anti-Semetic no one would shake hands with him. Inasmuch as Karl
Marx was a Jew, continued Mr. Khrushchev, how could we believe that any Communist
would be anti-Semitic? And his own son, who was killed in the war, he told us, had
been married to a Jewess. (ED. NOTE: Most leaders of the Communist hierarchy are
married into Jewish families. As examples we have Stalin, Molotov and Khrushchev.)
Jews in the Soviet Union, he went on, were given all opportunities for education
and for securing positions. He then said that the Soviets had voted for the creation
of the state of Israel, but at present he felt Israel must change its policies and
be less aggressive."

To further prove that Soviet Russia is not and never has been anti-Semitic, we
now quote directly from the Constitution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

that portion which makes it a penal offence to openly express anti -Jewish sentiments.

This Constitution was drafted by the predominantly Jewish’ leadership which con-

trolled Russia following the October Revolution in 1917. Czarist Russia had been
violently anti-Jewish because of the endless revolutionary agitation carried on by

the Jewish leadership of the anti-Czarist, pro-Communist underground movement in

Russia. We quote from the Constitution: "Any direct or indirect restriction of the

rights of, or conversely, the establishment of direct or indirect privileges for

citizens on account of their race or nationality as well as the advocacy of racial

or national exclusiveness or hatred and contempt, is punishable by law."

Although Mr. Hoover states that Communism has attacked Judaism, not one shred

of authentic evidence can be found to substantiate his claim. We find ample evidence
of anti-Zionist feeling but much of this agitation is carried on by Communist Jews
like Ilya Ehrenburg, editor of "PRAVDA". Both Zionism and Communism are subversive
movements since both doctrines preach loyalty to a foreign state and seek to use
American citizens to further the goals of either Israel or Soviet Russia. MR.

HOOVER SEES FIT TO CONDEMN COMMUNIST JEWS WHILE HE HEAPS PRAISE ON ZIONIST JEWS IN

AMERICA. Does Mr. Hoover support these Zionist fanatics who believe themselves the

"CHOSEN PEOPLE OF GOD" and who place their loyalty to the Jewish Race ahead of
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their loyalty to the nation in which they were born. Jews are an international people
their loyalty is international and they cannot be described as loyal patriots of any
nation save Israel. We quote from the book, "1E1SEN VON ZION", by Maritz Cohn, page ?

"Without having been absorbed, today the Hebrew spirit dominates where at first
:

it was hardly endured. We no longer need to close ourselves in the medieval ghetto,
:

since we have for some time possessed the dominion which was promised to us. (ED.

NOTE: Cohn refers to God's alleged promise to the children of Israel that they would
be lords of the Earth.) Without us no potentate in the world can undertake anything ]

for we control the gold market. No word contrary to our taste is published because
we control the press. No idea which displeases us penetrates the intellectual world

because we dominate the theatre. The Hebrew spirit has conquered the world."

For Mr. Hoover's further education we now quote from the book, "ZIONISM", pages

113-114, by former Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis: "Let us recognize that
we Jews are a distinct nationality of which every Jew, whatever his country, his ,

station, or shade of belief, is necessarily a member. . .Organize, organize, organize,
until every Jew must stand up and be counted counted with us, or prove himself,

wittingly or unwittingly, of the few who are against their own people."

These same Zionist Jews are opposed to any patriotic or nationalist upsurge of
the American or European peoples. We quote from "JEWISH SENTINEL" of Sept. 24, 1936:
"The most remarkable and the most injurious consequence of the Great War (World War I)

has been the creation of new nationalisms and the exalting of those already existing.
NATIONALISM IS A DANGER FOR THE JEWISH PEOPLE. Today, as in all epochs of history,
it is proved that Jews cannot live in powerful states where a high national culture
has developed."

Since Jews owe their sole loyalty to the World Jewish Community their inherent
fear of nationalistic feeling among Gentiles arises from the fact that Jews, working
toward an alien goal, stand out as "a state within a state" in all Gentile nations
with a highly developed national culture. Thus Soviet Russia outlaws the Zionist
movement but American democracy permits dual loyalty even though it costs us the
friendship of the entire Afro-Asian bloc. Jewish gold dominates American politicians
and political appointees, INCLUDING J. EDGAR HOOVER, AMERICA'S FOREMOST MASTER OF
DECEIT.

Having proven that Communism is not attacking either the religion of Judaism or
the Jewish Race but merely the doctrine of Zionism which promotes dual loyalty on
the part of Russian Jews, we have disproven the first of Mr. Hoover's claims. Second!
we have proven that both Zionist and Communist Jews are disloyal to the United States
by virtue of the fact that one group owes its primary loyalty to Tel Aviv; the other
to Moscow. Let us examine another Hoover pearl of wisdom:

Some of the most effective opposition to communism in the United States has come
from Jewish organizations such as B'nai B'rith, the American Jewish Committee, the
American Jewish League Against Communism, the Anti -Defamation League, and a host of

other Jewish groups."

The above mentioned organizations are renowned for their efforts to obstruct any
legitimate investigation of Communist activities in the United States. The hordes of
Jewish Communists ferreted out of choice jobs in American governmental agencies and
scientific projects were defended daily as innocent liberals or people who had joined
the communist party out of idealistic motivations. Congressional investigators were
hounded as "anti-Semites", "witch-hunters" and McCarthy! tes". Let us examine the
Report of the 44th Annual Meeting of the American Jewish Committee, the statement by
Irving M. Engel, Chairman of the AJC in 1950. This Report concerns the activities of

the AJC in 1950. We shall study this statement in order to understand how the major
Jewish organizations have sabotaged every major effort to investigate and destroy
Communism in America:
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"But we have also been concerned lest in the process of dealing with the threat

of Communi sm, and effecting essential security measures in these critical days, there

should not occur a breakdown in the safeguarding of individual freedoms so basic to

life in this country.. .When the Mundt-Nixon bill seemed most likely to obtain the
approval of Congress, a resolution was also passed in which the American Jewish Com-

mittee opposed the measure on the ground that it was so loosely drawn up that, if en-

acted into law, it could be used to prosecute unjustly liberals and liberal organ-

izations and could thus deal a great and unnecessary blow to freedom of speech."

Subsequently, the McCarran Internal Security Act became law over President
Truman's veto. Pursuant to our mandate, we circulated an analysis of this bill,

pointing out all its demerits, and we joined with the National Community Relations
Advisory Council in a public denunciation of the measure. Further in accordance with

the Executive Committee mandate, we participated in the All-American Conference
against Communism sponsored by the American Legion, in order to insure that certain
reactionary groups and individuals should not seize the opportunity of such a confer-
ence to sell to the American public a brand of anti -Communism, which has inherent in

it the Tindermining of civil liberties. (ED. NOTE: The AJC wanted to make absolutely
sure that the sinister connection between the Jews and World Communism was not re-

vealed to the American public.) I believe that we can truly say to you that we have be

been able to contribute a point of view to that Conference, and to exert an in-
fluence there, that is resulting in a program and procedure with which, thus far at
any rate, we are in accord."

Vile now quote the same 1950 deport of the American Jewish Committee in a state-
ment by Dr. John Slawson, Executive Vice President of AJC in 1950: "On the other
hand, we disagree wholly with the methods employed in the McCarran Act for curbing
Communism, and we propose to inform tbe American public during 1951 of the fallacy
and the dangers implicit in that law that you can strengthen democracy by over-
riding civil liberties and the Bill of dights."

In conclusion let us study a final pearl of wisdom by J. Edgar Hoover. "One of ;

the most malicious myths that has developed in the United States is that persons of
the Jewish faith and communists have something in common. The people who gave the
world the concept of our monotheistic God and the Ten Commandments cannot remain
Jews and follow the atheism of Karl Marx and the deceit of the Communist Movement."

Mr. Hoover uses the term "Jew" in exactly the same way as he would discuss
Catholics, Protestants, Moslems or fiuddhists. The Jews are not merely a religious
denomination composed of many different racial and national groups bound, together
by a common spiritual creed as in the case of Christians, Moslems or Hindus. The
Jews are a race of people cemented together by the spiritual creed of Judaism.
According to Jewish Rabbinical Law ANY CHILD BOHN OF A JEWISH MOTHER IS CONSIDERED A
MEMBER OF THE JEWISH RACE AND SUBJECT TO THE LAWS OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY.

Mr. Hoover is trying to tell us that a religious Jew ceases to be a Jew when
he embraces Communism. We contend that religion plays no part in being a Jew since
the term "Jew" refers to race not religion. To prove our point we quote from the
January-February issue of the "ZIONIST COLLEGIATE" published by the Student Zionist
Organization in February, 1958:

"Few would deny that among the primary goals of the Zionist movement is Jewish
unity. It is equally clear that Jewish unity in the golah (among Gentile nations) has
been and continues to be dependent on the attitude of the Jewish people toward their
tradition. In Jewish tradition, there has never been a distinction between the re-
ligious and the non- religious. Indeed, the entire concept of "religion" is a gen-
tile concept; there is no word for "religion" in the Hebrew Bible."

To further prove the ignorance of Mr. Hoover in regard to matters concerning
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The Jews and Communism we will quote the WORLD-RENOWNED JEWISH RABBI, STEPHEN S. WISE
in regard to his views on Communism. We quote from the magazine, "JEWISH OPINION"
of December, 1933:

"With the rise of the Soviet regime, Jews have been granted rights not accorded
even in the most advanced countries. The state, which previously did not employ any
Jews, now employs in White Russia 61J6 Jewish officials. A Jew is commander of the

Ukrainian army; a Jew is president of the state bank; Jews occupy almost all import-

ant ambassadorial posts; universities, professions, judiciary and administration now
have a greater percentage than any other nationality. Anti-Semitism has been de-

clared a state offense, and is punished as counter-revolutionary."

In addition to Rabbi Wise, we have on record similar pro-Communist statements

from Rabbi James Iff. Wise, who actually called for an open Red rebellion in America,

Rabbi Judah Magnes and Rabbi Shloime Shiffer, Chief Rabbi of the Moscow Jewish Con-

gregation. Obviously both religious and non-religious Jews and Communism have a

great deal in common which again makes Mr. Hoover an outright liar or a fool. We

rather believe that J. Edgar Hoover is planning to retire soon and WANTS TO ASSURE
EITHER A GOOD JOB IN THE BUSINESS WORLD OR A NICE FAT ADL OR AJC CHECK DEPOSITED IN

HIS NAME.
****##***•**•****•«*•»
********•****•#•*#•***

It is of the utmost importance that we distribute this vital issue of the "NATIONAL
RENAISSANCE BULLETIN" to the largest psooible audience. YOU CAN HELP BY SENDING
WHATEVER CONTRIBUTION YOU CAN AFFORD. Every $25 contribution places 500 more copies
of this Bulletin in the hands of our reading public. HOW ABOUT SENDING A CHECK NOW.
You have read this issue, and we depend on your help to spread the, truth. ,, If you
have not done so SEND' TWO DOLLARS FOR A SUBSCRIPTION TODAY. Bulk quantities of this
issue cost the following:

10 copies $1.00 100 copies -$12.00
50 copies $7.00 500 copies $60.00

1000 copies $110.00

You can obtain the following books from our headquarters this month:

1. "The Jewish Ritual Murder" by Arnold Leese—57 pages ($1.00)
2. "The Tragedy of Anti-Semitism" by A. K. Chesterton 296 pages ($3.00)

3. "Uncovering the Forces For War" by Examiner Books 120 pages ($2.00)

4- "Jewish War Of Survival by Arnold Leese 125 pages ($1.00)

5. "Deadlier Than The H. Boob" by Wing Commander Leonard Young ($1.50)

Send your contribution, subscription or purchase order to:

National Renaissance Party
10 West 90th St.

New York 24, N. Y.
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DIRECTOR, FBI
JUN 1 3 1953

SAC, NEW YORK (105-30513)

AMERICANNATIONALIST PARTY
IS - X O

Enclosed herewith are five copies of the blank
memorandum, dated and captioned as above, as well as
five copies: of the letterhead memorandum, evaluating the
Informants utilized In the blank memorandum, mentioned above.

REFERENCE

INFORMANTS

Identity
of Source

Bureau letter to New York, 5/27/58;

Date of Activity Agent to File No.
or Description idiom where
Of InfOmatioh Furnished Located

J!=J - 6/6/58

4/21/58
U H

‘

10/27/53
11 11

5/20/54
•« M

3/1/55
H t*

12/15/5^
It «

T-2
1 1 FREDERICK 100-82818-1

C.
ZINCK

JC=3 ApRED 100-82818-4
B.
NOVAK

1

Bureau (Ends. 10 ) (rm) . A
1 - New York (105-30513) I ±£$2 hr~

NOT RECORDED !
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NY 105-30313

INFORMANTS ,( CONT ' D)

,
Date of Activity Agent to File No,

Identity or Description'' tfeom where
of Source of Information, Furnished _ Located

T-4
,

gsny 496
100-97078-207

Careful consideration has been given to the above
sources mentioned and T j^feoie 'were utilized only in those
instates- where the identity of the Source iiiust fee concealed.

ADMINISTRATIVE ^

WO by letter dated furnished a letter
obtained from confidential informant Z, which had been sent
by LOUIS MOSTACCIO, 2347 Prospect Ave. , Bronx, tothe "Soviet
Embassy, Washington, D. 0 ., indicating he wished to become
a Soviet^ Citizen and go to Ruesiai MOSTACCIO stated he could
not find happiness in a capitalistic country, but believed
he could live in peace in a socialistic system like the
Soviet union;

The records of the BSS, NYCPIJ were checked on 6/IO/58
by SA AUGUST J7 MICEK.

NO further investigation will be conducted concerning
this organization or MOSTACCIO by the NYO, UACB.

b6
b7C
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United §tutea department of dnatiee

Steheral tHureau of Snueaftgafum

New York, Nem York
June 13, 1958

Re : American Nationalist Party
Louis Vi Mostacclo, Chairman,

y
T-l Indicated on June 6, 1958, that Louis Mostacclo

is a "psycho '' #10 has been Operating in the ^nationalist'
field for about ten years .arid previously has been a member
of the National Renaissance Party and the Nationalist

,

Party* pro-Fascist, anti-Semitl<i group in New York 0fy

.

Ihls source indicated Mostaecio reportedly has worked for
James Sheldon, head of the Anti-Nazi League: as an agent to
obtain information. This source added that the !Anti-Nazi
League is a private investIgating agency in New York City
idiich conducts investigations of Fascist organizations,, T-l
stated that he has no information that the American Nationalist
Party, which was a prominent pro-Fascist group prior to and
during World War II, has been operating recently, and he
has no information that any literature has been distributed
or arty meetings held at 23&7 Prospect ' Avenue , Bronx, New York,
under the name of the American Nationalist Party. He
stated he believed that someone has directed Louis Jfostaccio
to utilize the name* American. Nationalist Party* merely
for the purpose of obtaining, literature and information
from other nationalist organizations in this country and
abroad* He stated there is no. information Which would
Indicate that this group ll^a^hing more than a one main

organizationi

The American Nationalist Party has been cited by
the Attorney General of the Unit ed States pursuant to
Executive; Order 10450,

ENCLOSURE



T-l indicated on April 21 , 1958, that the.

National Renaissance Party i s. an anti-Semitic, anti-Negro ,

ned-Faseisfc organ!sationtrwith aotivitiesgenerally
confined to the, New York City area* It was founded in
1949 by .

James Hi Madole, who is in complete control of
the partyi The main purpose and function is distribution
of the "National Renaissance Bulletin" on a monthly
basis and. distribution of pro^Arab literature.obtained from
official, Arab establishments in New York City;

The Un-American .Activities Committee of the United
States House of Representatives In a preliminary report
dated December 17# 1954# Stated, "NRP activities and propaganda
are clearly subverisve and un-American.

"

The records of the Bureau of Special Services, New
York City Police Departments indicated on June 11, 1958, that
they have no information pertaining to an American Nationalist
Party at 2347 Prospect Avenue* Bronx, New York; These
records also Indicated that Louis Mostaccio# 2347 prospect
Avenue;* Bronx, allegedly is a fahatie Fascist > who has
distributed anti-j-Semitic literature for the National
Renaissance Party*

T-2 indicated on December 3. 1945. that Louis Mostaccio
23A7 Project Avenue, Bronx* told I Ithat he wanted
to join the Communist Party, but first, he wanted to know ’

if they .had trade unions in Russia. I ladvised him that
they did have trade unions.' in Russia, whereupon he stated
he wanted to join the Communist Party;

Louis Mostaccio, 2347 Prospect Avenue^ Bronx, advised
the New York Office of the Federal Bureau of investigation,
on March 17* 1947# that he had joined the COmnamist Party
last Fail because of his Interest in political organizations;
He stated, however, he had decided that the Communist
Party is bad because the Catholic Church is against it.

T-3 indicated on March 8, 1950# that Louis Mostaccio,
2347 Prospect Avenue* .Bronx* requested that National Communist
Party Headquarters to send him some literature, as he was
interested in the Communist Party;
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Lpuls Pfostaccio, 2347 Prospect Avenue, Bronx, was
arrested on September 16, 1944 ; by the New York City Police'
Department, for illegal wearing of the uniform; Investigation
repealed h®. had been classified 4-P by Selective Service
Board 113 for not having been abie to meet theMniraum Intelligence
standards of the Army. Assistant United States: Attorney

| Southern District of New York , cautioned
Mostaccio to desist any action which might lead to his arrest
as an inpersonator. His description obtained dtn^ing his
hearing is as follows:

'

Address -7 2347 Prospect Avenue;
' Bronx

"

Birth .

‘ V „
'

. February 8, 1926, New York
City

Father - • CosimO Ntostaechio
Mother Guiseppino MostaccMo

i Height *

{
5* 4"

: .

Weight- .
,

. ..

'•*. : Impounds
Hair ' 7 7:

• '

' Brown '-'7 - 7-"

Eyes .
. 7. ....77- '•

:
-7 7'- Brown 7 :

:
. ... ,7 /

, Employment Delivery boy

r
Louis Mbstaccio, 2347 Prospect Avenue, Bronx, was ’

.orehended on. a Staten Island ferrv in. March ! K^yby
;

When ;he was
observed taking notes and looking at . ships in the New York
Harbor. Mostaccio told the New York City Police Department
at that time that he was a .secret agent for Captain Midnight,
who is on the

;

radio at 5:30 PTMU .
He said hebiHfcssbdto the 7 .

Captain each7hight, ( arid he ‘has/been unable- to cope with 7 .

the CaptMn * s .code,:Mthough he has ! received several: badges ,

:

and code books from' the. Captain; He ,said he also made up his
own code which he7is .unable to translate. He stated Ms
reason for taking notes was'-^at-.he-'-ifas' the
note-taking <|uiets Ms nerved; He said he was not trying to
get military : info?®ation, and advised if he did> he Wodld not
transmit it.to- foreign source^; ;

•
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T-4 indicated on September 29* 195.1* that a mailing
list ,pt the New York Branch: of the Socialist Workers Party*
probably for the year 1949 or 1950* contained the name of
Louis Mostaccio , 2347 Prospect Avenue* Bronx £

The Socialist Workers Party has been cited by the
Attorney General of the Whited States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450* •

T-l indicated, on October 27* 1953* that Louis Mostaccio
continues to attend National Renaissance Party meetihgs and
usually holds the American flag at outdoor meetings, while
James Madple speaks; He stated that Mostaccio does not
appear to be a’ leader or one Who is exerting Spy influence
oh the activities of the Ndtipnai Renaissance Party* but this
informant stated he believes him to be a Communist Who has
Joined this group.

T-l stated on May 20, 1954* that Mbstaccio has
appeared at ail National Renaissance Party meetings* although
he does not take an active part in the discussions of the
group, but is a very willing worker for the "party and is active
in the prephhhtibn and distribution of National Renaissance
Party iiteraturei

I I a National Renaissance Party member.
Stated in 'May*. 1954* that IoUis Mostaccib in known in
the National Renaissance Party. as a leader of the strong-arm
group ;

•

Edward A, Fleckehs£$ji$»
,

:39’"'ICih§ 'A^^e*\''We^iaidceh*
New Jersey* stated on January: 22*: 1954, that Louis Mostaccio
is a former Trotstorite . mho haa .either been persuaded or
blackmailed by

| |
a National Renaissance Party

member* tb d° the work of -the National Renaissance Party;

T-l Stated on March, i* 1955 * that Mostaccio .continues
to attend meetings of the National Renaissance Painty,' although
he guit the National Renaissance 1 Party in the Fall of 1954
for .a period of. time when, .'he the Nationalist
Party* p>6iitieai-:o^i^^ti6h'’^ei^ed. by West Hooker* s
notorious

;
anti.l'Ss^tS^in-rNe^.

t
York' 'llity.*'

’

T-l indicated on December 15, 1954*, that
,

Fred Weiss*
National Renaissance Party' \StSted that in the eve;nt
Of

.

proseeUtioh • of the. National;
;
Rehaissance Party^moreV people

would be i^li.edi;ed-'#<ah' h^i^ll? ;ja«d\Jaraes-’, Madolei"; . He said
'that’ many members of the Nat^hal Renaissance. Party Were
employed by James Sheldon, cihciUding

\
and Larry Sestito

Mostaccio,



i

ho
b7C

j.

£

/

J

'''*X

*

, . I 1 New, York City Police Department ,

indicated on. August 6, 1955 i that Louie Mostacclo, 2347 Prospect
Avenue i, is a member of ^he National Renaissance Party* and
has th^-''jPollowl|iig arrest ‘ifceordi *

Louie |lo8taeoio^.^m^^'BR^Q02 <

September 16, 1944V illegal wearing of the uniform*
> •

(

'
. i

'

,

June, 6, r 1945 >- disorderly conduct and NoStaccio,v sent to Bellevue Hosp^^ observationi .

July 25V purposes and
.,•• 'he ircia aeq!ttltte<l.b^ November .9#.- ;:l9$0.f

April 6* I949# simple: assault, which was discharged
on April 6, 1949h

,

1
r ,

,

>

Shis IS loaned to you: by the federal Bureau of Investigation
and neither it nor its contents are to be dlstri.buted ontside
•the: agency' to’.whieh loaned* ’

, , .

)

- 5 -



J
United States Bepartment of Shatter

federal Bureau nf Unueattpatum

New York, New York

JUN 1 3 1958

Re; American. Nationalist Party.
, -Louis N-l Mostaccio, Chaimftan;

. ;
T*I,. utilized in th© blank memoranthamy dated..

.

and captioned ad . abovey ihjE^'.;^»ia4'^he!d
;

;

reliable Information .

in the
;

past , and received.Ms.•;in$oilnatiori fwm a ^source
'

whom he termed reliable i bati whose .iddrtity he did: not ..'

Wi'Sh- to 1 idiseiose.
^

iSjjj-y „T-3 and .T**k -^i^;^iidr|'ajed reliable ihfdrtiation.
in the pasti •

‘ ‘ •• -

'

3Ms memorandum, is . loaned to you by the Federal
Bureau; of' in^estigationy and neither it nor its contents;
are';-to-, be distributed Outside:.the; agency to which loaned

;

(,!_ y3a.f6_
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National Renaissance Party (NRP) is an
anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, neo-Fascist J

organization with activities generally
confined to New York City, . whose main
function is the distribution of the "National
Renaissance Bulletin" and Pro-Arab
literature which it receives from official
Arab establishments. JAMES MADOLE
continues to maintain NRP headquarters
at 10 West 90th Street, New York City.
No public meetings have been held during
recent months, of this organization.
Ihf.orraation regarding individuals connected
with the NRP iaeset out. MADOLE allegedly
wrote an article for the Arabs and has
stated that he writes fortthe Indonesians
and they pay him. Numerous requests have-
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SYNOPSIS (CONTINUED) -

been received by MADOLE from leaders of
klan groups and citizen council groups
in the South soliciting NRP cooperation
and support, but MADOLE has rejected all
such offers

.

1

1

DETAILS

:

i

I GENERAL ACTIVITIES OR THE
.
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE ..PARTY (NRP)

lif T-l indicated on June 27, 1953# that JAMES
| MADOLE continues to maintain headquarters of the NRP at his
^apartment,. 10 West 90th Street, New York City.

/He said that MADOLE has ; indicated recently
that he is. spending all of his time preparing literature
of the NRP as/ well as writing the new NRP bulletin.

!
. gyV JMADOLE. said the new bulletin would deal

' ViTjffPSeneralvde GAULLE, his friendship with the Jews of
Israel and his close association with international
Jewish bankers.

MADOLE indicated he received his data on
DE GAULLE from the Arabs.

MADOLE stated his current bulletin had
been well received and that all the letters that he
received concerning it, except one, had been high in
praise of its contents.



** i

•
. MADOLE indicated he had received $72,00

in donations as a result of the last bulletin,;

T-l added that MADOLE fed a great deal of
Arab literature on hand in his apartment, which appears
to have come predominantly from the United Arab Republic
Office, 900 Park Avenue, New York City,

This source stated that MADOLE continues
to be in complete control of the NRP and has indicated that

.

he has no plans for future public meetings of the Party.
‘virT.

This source stated there have been no public
meetings withln^rshsnt months and that MADOLE apparently
has decided that it is more profitable for him
personally to cooperate with. Arab countries and distribute
their literature than to conduct public street meetings
of his own and solicit contributions.

T-l indicated on April 21, 1958, that the
NRP is an anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, neo-Fascist organization
with activities generally confined' to the New York City

.
area.

It was founded in 1943 by JAMES. H. MADOLE,
who is in completfi Control of the J?arty.

The Party’s main function is distribution
of the "National Renaissance Bulletin" on a monthly basis
and distribution of pro-Arab literature obtained from
official Arab establishments in New York City.

NY 100-6112
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indicated on April 18. 1Q58. that

appeared on th^ television program "Nightbeat" ; and was
interviewed by

During the program

[

]asked[
whether he had addressed a meeting of the NRP and
showed a picture of
of the NRP.

~ and was

||
L

and
]on a platform with JAMES MADOLE

agreed that he had addressed a meeting
of the NRPi- but evaded questions as to whether he agreed
with the platform of the NRP. ^

[ ]advised that he was ready to
furnish information concerning Egypt to anyone.

be
‘

b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

be
b7C—

1
1 advised that he thought had

handled himself very well on the. television program
"Nightbeat ;: but that the JAMES MADOLE incident had
sinkened l land had sent him home to bed. .

-b6

\hlC

According to [ was very

j^had indicated that most
Araxrs expressed, themselves as being solidly behind

[

in everything that he had said on the 11Nightbeat"

embarrassed, after being shown his picture addressing an
affair of the NRP and at the present time will have
nothing to do with the- NRP or JAMES MADOLE. ^S

: _ According to this source.

interview and they saw nothing wrong in
that he will speak anywhere for the Arab cause.

statement

b6
b7C

b6
’ b7C

- 4 -
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|
further advised that there is a

group of Egyptian diplomats, however, who have expressed
themselves as being vitally concerned,. This group
wflinf.aina that I Innmpi pet an . important position

b6
b7C

as I

^jand public relations man with
the American public and in speaking for the NRP, he
negates^' whatever good he can possibly do for the Egyptian
cause .

-

stand by
I

/

Ifurther stated even the Arabs, who
Jknow that the NRP is considered an

un-American organization and that diplomats must be
careful not to antagonize public opinion by attending
meetings of such organizations.

b6
b7C

c ]advised that in his opinion.
.would possibly be recalled to Egypt in view of the situation.

be
b7C

blames

[

T-l on May 16, 1958, that
Yemen Mission to the UN . for the

trouble that he* fs having with his government.

b6
.
b7C

out of
[

the fact that

l

According to| | made a big thing
appearance on the "Nightbeat" program and

Jconfronted l I with a picture of
him addressing a meeting of the NRP,

Jclaimed th.at[ ]had compromised
himself and has reduced his status and reputation with the
United Arab Republic c Delegation to the UN.

jo 6

b7C

b6
b7C

- 5
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This source further advised that -he learned
^indicated the "Nlghtbeat" interview concerningthat

the NRP has caused him endless trouble and has damaged
his career in the diplomatic service.

I ~l advised that he is the victim of
intrigue and is using every available connection that he
has with President NASSER to fight against his being,
recalled to a -new assignment in the Press. Department of
thb ,Ministry of Infornation in Cairo.

.
.

T-l indicated on May 13, 1958, that MADOLE
indicated he had finished an article requested by the
Arabs, .which had taken him three weeks to prepare and
contained 35 pages.

He slid it is a report on conditions in
the United States relating to their boycott of Jewish
firms and he does not believe it will be. printed, but is
for the use of the Arabs.

He listed firms that do business with
Israel or in some way were for Israel and firms that
contribute to the United Jewish Appeal or other funds and
collected money related to Jewish affairs.

MADOLE indicated he had listed 400 such
companies and that he did a major part of the work himself,,
but had received some help. However,- he did not indicate
where the information was obtained.

MADOLE said he had delivered this report
to the Egyptian Office and. had stated that these Arabs
were infantile in believing that there are good and bad
Jews.

be
'b7C

be
b7C

- 6 -
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MADOLE stated he now averages about
$200 monthly on his operation of the NRP and that he
Is not worrying about money and is not looking, for another
Job.

T-l indicated on May 19 , 1958 , that MADOLE
stated he had attended a meeting at Hunter College on
May 7 , 1958> and that he had gone alone.

MADOLE said there were about .31,000 people
present and it was simply a Jewish-Catholic meeting. He
stated that the place was full of policemen and he saw
at least 20 inside the auditorium,. (

MADOLE Indicated he did not pass out any
literature on the sidewalk before or after the meeting.

MADOLE indicated he is too busy at present
,t

r
o ;hpld .ariy NRP meetings of his own and that CHARLES SMITH,

' f'Eeader of the Truth Seeker Group would not hold any
J more meetings until next Pall.

MADOLE said he would not speak at any street
meetings this summer because of being occupied with writing
the party bulletin and doing work for the Arabs,:

MADOLE said he is doing well an<^ cannot
handle any more work inasmuch as the Arabs introduced
him to the Indonesians and they pay him for his
writings* .

'

-7 -
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II INDIVIDUALS ,• CONNECTED WITH THE 1 NRP
. .— ^

—

1—
T-l indicated on April 1, 1959, that MADOLE

stated he had received a letter from JOHNVEuNDOPP in which!,ei

LUNDOPP indicatedlme^had recently been dotfn South and
stating that
helping Admiral

»

in Alabama;

This source added that several years' ago
when LUNDOPP appeared at NRP street meetings, he was
suspected of being an agent of some kind and the
source believes it is possible that this, new contact
by LUNDOFP of MADOLE may be an effort by- someone to
attempt to feed information to the informants and
investigators who work around MADOLE.

This source stated that MADOLE indicated
his next bulletin would. deal with. the United States
recession and he would give a full page plug to Admiral

.

VcROMMELIN for Governor of Alabama., .

>;• •

•'•'-'•V"'"-

MADOLE said his recent bulletin dealing \

with affairs in the Near East was satisfactorily, received;

. MADOLE further indicated he . is having OONDE

Jftfc GINLEY, editor of "Common Sense 11 reprint a thousand
copies of a cl:rto6h~sEeet whlcK^cohtains anti-Negro cartoons

~ and quotations, which is entitled, "Exposing the Perils
, v^V^of Racial integration*"

T-rl stated that he has no information concerning
any plans by MADOLE to go on a speaking tour of Louisville
and Knoxville and that he does not personally believe
that MADOLE would make such a. trip.

ho
b7C

- 8



T~1 indicated on May 6, 1953^htf€vl^QLS
indicated on May 1, .1958, that . FREDERICK^WEISS had
visited his apartment and offered he and his mother-

a

four room apartment in Yorkville where ;MADOLE would be;

able to do his work properly, ’

;;

WEISS indicated to MADOLE that he would ;

make the arrangements with the superintendent so that
MADOLE would not be bothered and . ..MADOLE gained the
impression that the rent on this apartment would be paid
for him.

MADOLE stated he flatly refused this
offer and shortly thereafter WEISS left.

-

MADOLE stated that he still does not trust
WEISS because when they formerly worked together, MADOLE* S,

t

letters, which -WEISS had access to, later appeared in a .

publication of the Anti-Defamation . League.

MADOLE indicated several. weeks ago that
JOSEPH RUDDEN had recently appeared with new clothing and
a new overcoat which he claimed he bought with $3QO he
had won 'at Bingo. X*

MADOLE commented that this is not so and he
knows RUDDEN is an agent, who is selling information to
anyone who will pay for it.

, ; ' lji

He stated that RUDDEN, as well as
haoo'beeh trying to find out who is financing the operation

.

of "Corpmon Sense" published by CONDE. MC GINLEY,

..

he
hlC
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|/ T~2 Indicated on May'll,. 1958, that FREDERICK
^j%EISS a member of jbhe^NRP. . made a statement to the effect

that he kn'eC'fhe FBI had a file on him which contained '

information that he, WEISS, had received $16,000 or
$18,000 from the Communist Party, which information,
according to WEISS,, was untrue.

. T-2 said. he knew nothing further regarding
^hirs statement, except that he had heard WEISS make it.

T-2 stated that JOSEPH RUDDEN, after a
heavy, drinking party, had indicated that WEISS was not

.

^o.vbe trusted as he had "a friend in the FBI.”

. , T-2 also stated that JAMES MADOLE. plans to
make a trip through the South in June, 1958, in
connection with the work of the NRP.

|
|L. H.

Dommerich and Company, 2.61 Madison Avenue, New Yssrlc City,
indicated on May 7# 1958, that JAMES HR .MADOLE was
employed by this firm on. September 13# 1955# as a Junior
clerk at $40.00 per week, and that he left of his own-
accord on December 4, 1957*

He stated MADOLE listed his birth date as
July 7# 1927; his address as 10 West 9pt.h Street, New York

.
City; arid his Social' Security Number- as 054-24-378.
His references Iwere listed as KUR^MERTIG, 508 2nd Avenue.
\New York CityY' 'ALFRED iTITTMAN# BdxnQ7 . Kew__ JGar.dens..__Que_ens

.

New ~York and" Mrs . HAROLD 'pROOKES, 1Q01 2nd Avenue . New *

York Cit.v The latter was^also listed as MADOLE *13

previous employment from May, 1953' to June, 1955.

- 10 -
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I Istated that he knew nothing be
further concerning MADOLE but that Ms immediate supervisor . b7c
was I I.

| |
stated, he had hired. JAMES MADOLE and was his'

immediate supervisor at the time of his. discharge. .

He indicated that he had advised MADOLE .

in December, 19.57# :.th&t he would be laid off because of
business conditions, MADOLE quit in the middle of the
week.

be

I stated that there had been no b?c

difficulty with MADOLE while he was employed there, but
that he strictly stayed to himself and had no friends
in the office.

!

'

,
Jo 6

...
. } added, however,, that MADOLE was .

b?c

'frequently absent because of illness and was considered
very odd by his fellow employees.

He added that since MADOLE has left, he has
made several telephone calls to female employees at this . ,

office and attempted unsuccessfully to make dates with
them.

,
.b 6

I
added that they definitely would not b7c

rehire MADOLE.

- 11 r
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T-3 indicated on April 25, 1958> that the
following .names appeared, on a list which .was captioned,
" National "RenaiaMnci^MrtyT" • '

•' c

Mr. JAMES MADOLE, 10 West 90th Street,
New York City, Mrs, GaA.CSpADOLS, 10 West 90th Street,

.
New. York.^Mr. CONRADXXiRIEB., 142 WesT^lst- gtreablTNew

'

'York Cl'tyiJ

1
|

l'7Mr. JAMESffiTTL, 150 East 86th Street.
New York City’i i n

1 L-OMr. J0HN>LUND0PP. Box "20b
Cahal^Stre'et^Station. New York 1 1

I'fers-, ETHEL T.^R0'0KES. 252„Eaat
. 61 Streets ^New YorlC'i'l 1

1

-
7^ —

: [

advised on May 12, 1958, that he.|ji«. the
at this building and that JOSEPPfRUDDEN

has resided there about one year, in Apartment 50..

He stated that RUDDEN resides with l>i§ mother
who apparently has a Job and work3 regular hours. -

"

i

i-
;

I I stated he does not know whether
RUDDEN is employed or not and he has had no difficulties

'

with RUDDEN since he has resided there. ?

- 12 -

- b 6

;b7C

.b6
*

' b 7 C

'be
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Dr<, J. JAFFE, 67 Adrain Avenue, Bronx,
New York, indicated on June 3 , 1958, that RAYMOND
MYTKO had rented an apartment from him at this address
for about a. year, but that he had requested! |to.
leave because of non payment of rent. j

'

He said[
that he had lived alone in this apartment.

had left on May 30, .1958, and

is . of Russian
scares ' and he believed

He said he believes
extraction, but born in the Unite
he was a writer. However, he could furnish no further
information regarding ] background or activities.

/t-4 indicated on June 3, 1958,,. that
had filed a removal notice on June IT^I^SS,

at the United States Post Office, 230th Street and Broadway,
Bronx, New York, indicating his new address was 305 West
98th Street, Apartment 703, New York. *y *

>

Investigation at 305 West 98th Street, New
York, New York, on June 3 , 1958, indicated that this
address is the Schuyler Arms Hotel.

Ill STATED AIMS AND PURPOSES OF -THE NRP

bo
blC

b6
b7C

.bo

b7C

b6
b7C

The May, 1958 'National Renaissance Bulletin"
contained the following on its masthead:

"Official organ of the National Renaissance
Party devoted to the restoration of the American republic

>

preservation of American sovereignty. and the establishment
of an American regime based on the principles of racial
nationalism: and social Justice."
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.

IV ACTION TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM OF THE NRP

A. Meetings

T-l indicated on May 27 , 1958, that a
small meeting of members of the NRP was held on May^ 22 ,

1958, ih the apartment of JAMES MADOLE, 10 West 90th
Street, New York City.

He stated that most of : the talk during this
meeting concerned the bulletin, about J. EDGAR HOOVER in
the "Masters of Deceit",.

He stated the following persons were
present: '

.

JOE RUDDEN

J\]) « ¥j-

JOSEPIMLETTL

Also present were several young, boys who
formerly, were associated with WEST HOOKER 1 S Nationalist
Party.

MADOLE indicated at this meeting that the
new bulletin would be delivered to CONDE MC GINLEY on
May 23, 1958, and the printing would be finished the
following week.

T-l added that these small informal
meetings are held weekly at MADOLE 1 S apartment with only
a handful1 of persons in attendance.
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T-l added that no public meeting are
planned for the future*

B. Publications .

*

. t
'

‘
.

’

_

T-l indicated on April 21, 1958, that the March-?
April, 1958 "National Renaissance Bulletin" had been
printed by CONDE MC GINLEY and was being distributed by
JAMES MADOLE.

f He stated this bulletin- consisted of two
lapticles entitled, "Racial Nationalist Candidate Seeks -

i\@overnprfihip of Alabama", which concerned Admiral JOHN
M?RPMfeg|ai of WetumBka,^:

A

labama and "Behind Racial
Integration Stands "the Jew" by JAMES H. MADOLE, an anti-
Jewish article.

T-l indicated on May 1, 1958, that MADOLE
stated he believed the next issue of the "National
Renaissance Bulletin" would be late because the "Arabs
advised they want me to write an article for which my
tentative title is 'Conditions in the USA’."

MADOLE stated this article is not for his
bulletin but will be translated in the Arabic language
and published in an Egyptian paper ahd probably in
other publications.

I

- 15 -
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T-l indicated on May 1, 1958, that MADOLE
indicated the next bulletin entitled, "J. EDGAR HOOVER
Is the Master of Deceit All Over America" would be
ready to go to the printer on May 21, 1958. He said the
bulletin would run 5 pages and be printed as usual by
OONDErMC GINLEY in Union, New Jersey.

MADOLE said he would include: information
he had gathered about HOOVER'S association with, WALTER
WINCHELL, a long time agent for the Anti-Defamation .

League. -

MADOLE said he would "plaster" HOOVER and.
"take him down a notch or two."

T-l adddd that MADOLE - is incensed. over the
chapter in HOOVER'S book which deals with the Jews. and
he stated, "All the HOOVERS in the world will not be
able to sell Jewry to us."

T-l added that the following Indonesian
.
literature had been received by MADOLE and was stamped

'"-with the name of the National Renaissance Party, 10 West
90th Street, New York. City:

"The Religious Life of Indonesia."

’ "Search For An Indonesian Identity", a
20 page bpoklet published by the. New Nusantara Publishing
Company. ?

- 16 -»
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"The Indonesian Spectator" dated March 15*
1953* described as a magazine of Indonesian affairs published
in TJakarta.

"Report on Indonesia" dated November,
December, January, 1957-1958* published by the Embassy of
Indonesia, Washington, D.C.

•This source stated that MADOLE also has
a riew-leaflet entitled* "The Jew Does", which is very
anti-Jewish and which MADOLE states he has been distributing
in ; the Yorkville section of New York.

MADOLE said that' CONRAD GRIEB had given him
a few hundred copies and MADOLE was considering having an
additional number printed- so he could give it a wider
distribution.. •

MADOLE stated that I lhad
recently called on him praising FRED WEISS and asking
him to make up with WEISS.

-b6

b7C

MADOLE again reiterated what he has said in f

the past, that he would have nothing further to do with
WEISS because of a situation which arose in the past
concerning his relations with WEISS.

T-l indicated on June 3/1958* that the
May, 1958 /National Renaissance Bulletin" is presently
being distributed by MADOLE and it consists of one
article entitled. "J. EDGAR HOOVER, America's Foremost
Master of Deceit% by JAMES H., MADOLE. .
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T~1 stated, this,.article is ah attack .
*.

upon HOOVER and his book, "Masters of Deceit% along the,
;

usual anti-Semitic line, of MADOLE and the subject ?.

organization.,- - „
7

'

7
..
'

7 .

’’

•

. Mp

C

DANIEL M. EUDLIVAN, 15^-7 North Niagara
.

;

Street, Burbank, . California, on Apr.il 28, .1958, furnished a,
. f

‘'

leaflet entitled, "Why Are. 90. Peh Cent: of Communists.
Jews?", an .anti-Jewish leaflet which was stamped "NRP,7: .

;

'

r /'by*;,
lo west 90th Street, New York pity, :

\ 7

C, NRP Groups in the United StatesKand Association of the. v,|;
:

;

NRP with Other Nationalist -Groups .... ./.
?

'

:

. T-l indicated on April 14, 1958,. that
'

MADOLE had receded a mimeographed letter allegedly \

sent ' by MILLARdMrUBBS

,

• Chairman. Citizens Council Kentucky
Tnpnr»nnr»af.pd . : . T.raH av-m <=> - Tfentunky,:

to!

I l^whlchwasbeingT'
circulated. among Nationalist groups : in the New York

" City area, 7
'

7
" ;i

\ :
7 •7 "

‘Job

< h7C

T-l stated that . MADOLE ' was not impressed.:
by GRUBBS and has stated that he is too old to be of •

any .use in the Nationalist movement ^ • .

MADOLE. has stated further that he has
no intention of going to Louisville, or any other. ,

Southern cities, as a speaker; for the citizens, councils
or, any other similar- groups .

*
. 7 • *
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NY 105-6112

T-l Indicated on June 27, 1958, that during
the past six months, MADOLE has received numerous
requests from leaders of klan groups, citizens council
groups and similar, types of organizations in the South
soliciting his cooperation and support.

According to this source, MADOLE, as in the
past, has rejected all such offers and apparently has no
desire to join the NRP with any other nationalistic type,
organization.



r

NY 105-6112

APPENDIX

"COMMON SENSE ”

It is noted that "Common Sense" published
by the Educational Association of Union, New Jersey,
was characterised -in a report issued on December 17,
1954, by the Committee on Un-American Activities
of the United States House of Representatives as a
"hate group" vehicle publishing "some of the most
vitriolic hate propaganda ever to come to the attention
of the Committee",, According to the report,
"Common Sense" depicts Communism as "Judaism",
and devotes its pages almost exclusively to
attacks on the Jewish and to a lesser extent, the
Negro minorities in our nation. Sympathy for the
former Nazi regime in Germany is also injected into
this propaganda,

x p* -

- 20 -
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' UNITED STATES GOyERNMENT

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296)

FROM-^ SkC, NEW YORK (105-6112)

- ^ -

subjectt NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
is - x ...

DATE: 7/23/58

report of SA

[

Enclosed herewith are 8 copies of the
‘

land 8 copies of.

a

letterhead)
memorandum, all dated and captioned as aboye at New York.

REFERENCE

April 9, 1958;Report of SA

•b 6

b7C

b6
'

b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE

This report is classified Secret because
is being utilized in ah extremely delicate

double agent operation, the divulgence of which would be
prejudicial to the National Defense.

on[

The following information received fromYis not being placed in
the body of this report because of the above.

•this informant made available a total of
three reports which were written :by JAMES MADOLEfbr the
Iraqi! government. The first is dated March 10, 1958,
entitled, "A Report on Zionist Fund Raising Techniques
in America and Germany." Ihe second report dated
April 29, 1958, is entitled, "An Analysis of Israel's
In^>Dl?t^Export Trade and a Study of American Investments
in' Israel."

vr*

'135 ®W
2j - Bureau (62-83296) (Ends. 16) (RM)

- New York; (105-6112) 7

4

EABrgpl
(4)

ax

m
"

'
'

' r/

.
. # EX-135 /

f bS()
jb

54958
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_ On page 11 of the final draft of this
second report the third paragraph read as follows, according
to the informant:

"If these last two reports are quite
satisfactory, I would like to again request my becoming
a paid consultant to the Iraq*!' Government. ‘Hiese reports
could then be furnished regularly and we could constantly
supply your government with the latest information oh
Jewish activities in the United States." ,Tft!sWs signed .

"JAMES H, MADOLE, National Renaissance

iSie third report was dated May 28, 1958*
and entitled, "A Report on the American Governmental Aid
to Israel" based on a press release of the Export-
Import Bank of Washington, dated May 14, 1958.

Ihis information was furnished to the
Bureau by letter dated June 26, 1958, in the case
entitled, "JAMES H. MADOLE; IS - EGYPT AND REGISTRATION
ACT," Bufile 105-52256. . .

1

Copies of this report are furnished to
Secret Service, New York City, and INS, New York City,
which organizations have an Interest in NRP members
mentioned herein, and copies are furnished to ONI, OSI,
and G-2, New York City, for intelligence purposes.

INFORMANTS
. i . .. . „

\

Identity of
Source -

-
r :

Date of Activity
or Description
of Information -

Date
Received

File Number
where
Located -

T-l - General activities 6/27/58 ^ 105-6112-617

-it

ti

U

It

4/21/58 f

'

4/18/58 /
-613

-602

- 2 -

blD
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INFORMANTS - (CONT^D)

Identity Date of Activity Date File Number
of 'Source or Description Received where

of Information Located

1**
1

General Activities 5/16/58 t/ 105-6112-615 b -

1 1

tr

5/13/58^ 105-6112-608

ti 5/19/58

^

" -612

Re individuals 4/1/58 ^ " -598

«

IV

Re Meeting

Re Publication

5/6/58 / .

5/27/58^
4/21/58

^

5/1/58^

" -606

" r6l4

" -605

11 " -606

II .

5/19/581/ " -610

II

5/19/58 ^ " -612

*1

Other groups

6/3/58^
4/l4/58i/

" -616

" -603

11 II

6/27/58
^ " -617

- 3 -

.
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INFORMANTS fCQNT'D)

Identic Date of Activity
of Source or Description

of Information -

Date
Received

File Number .

where
Located

Tr4 6/3/58 1/ Instant Report
Records of US PO
230th Street and
Broadway, New
York City

Careful consideration has been given to the
sources concealed and T symbols were utilized in this
report in those instances where the Identities of the
sources had to be concealed.

LEABS

NEW YORK
f

Will contine to follow the activities of the
subject group and its members through established sources
and submit quarterly repoite.

-4 -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
July 23, 1958

NY 109-6112

Re: National Renaissance Party
Internal Security X

;

T-l utilized in the report of Special Agent
I dated and captioned as above, has furnished

reliable information in the past and obtained his
information from a source whom he termed reliable, but
whose identity he did not wish to disclose.

T-2 is a source with whom insufficient
contact has- been had to determine his reliability,

T-3 has furnished reliable information in
the past,

T-4 is in a position to. furnish reliable
information.

This memorandum is loaned to you by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and .neither it nor its

.

contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which
loaned,'

(7

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

T* ® DB8t*oyedM NOV 17 IJto4

I

I

b6
b7C



Pear l f .y. :
A.

•'

:;.r.
' yOurletterofJune 21* 1958, with

enclosures, l am happy to have the benefit of your views.

General Wedemeyer also wrote me about the "National
Renaissance Bulletin’V of May, 1958. Asltold him, I expected some

•V‘’’’.V*’r
’

.
ItisalwaysairteasuretD hear fromyou andlwiUbe \y \Cj3lJu

glad to receive any information you may obtain about the Nationa^
'

Renaissance Party. /••• 'V ,ci

.

, > .. V 'i . -yi 4.
-

U’y- ^;-%fth ;klnd,regards, . --- .

•

i,

:

J. ;
Slnperely’

: ^| | , '.v T;

JuiN aoigse
]
y i -I-\w:

.,
.

A'^WSSjj* F]f~1nW>rft.^l)inn;'iT'
<

t^1?. tl ifiii rf r iiv ri "f*

fOrwardedthe Director a copy of theAtNati Bidletih|!

-of! May) 1958, which is entitled "J. Edgar Hoover^ America? s: Foremost
"

Master of Deceit" which was: written by !lptmes H^fMadole. ‘-^Ms^i's-sui. ... \
} y .attack against the Director based primarily uponJp^t^r 19

,
"The^ommimist

i“^AttackroniJudaism. ,T We 'have'’rec4Bived grevi'oUSl^ sOve^al^Opibb .bf- this

Pf
5

{

itfmt:
-

] Madoleris President of thb%ation^l^£n'aiesan:ce Party and is the subject

,^ of an j^te'pil^^eOiiHty-^g^t;- Re^stra^^^cflr^sii^ation, BufU'e 105- 52256 ;

.7 l>WR?mrhfi *.-f 7 .‘V- A: ^ ; , 1 "b)Ah^ :'.-

- BWBcmrin
\ //o\
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Mr. Tolson.

Mr. Boardman_
Mr. Belmont..

Mr. l\|o|

Mr.
Mr. Par^oi ^
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Trotter

Mr. W.C.Sullivan
Tele. Room,.

Mr. Holloma^
Miss Gandy^

June 21, 1958

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Edgar:

This Is the first time I have been in the New York office
in almost 10 weeks and I found a letter from General
Wedemeyer, copy of which I am enclosing. He is very much
for you and he has always been one of your really great
admirers. I am glad to send you this.O

J As for the Nation^ Jtenaiaaaaft£LJ2ag.ty I haven* t the
~|*slightest idea or wnar or wno tney~are as I have never
^heard of them before. If I find out I will certainly

' let you know.
•.?

• •-

I cam very grateful to General Wedemeyer for sending this
and as you know I greatly regret the activities of many

1
^'individual Jews and some Jewish organizations.

With the limited information on the subject of Zionism
it is very difficult for non-Jews to understand the
differences among Jews themselves. There are now five
(branches of the Jewish religion - each at variance with
one another - and some very much so. There are many
Idecent Jews who regard Judaism as a religion and nothing
more. Likewise, they deplore those Jews and Jewish
organizations who try to convince the people that all
Jews favor World Zionism and all actions of the State of
Israel.

*
* Jb

„ /

Hurriedly, and with all the best, ^ ^3 X f 6*

^ ^ . Sincdrelv.
fifC- IQ ;f

(Dictated but not read)
12 JUL 4** 1^58

W'Si)

£0$

-J

0
"^
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COP Y

A.'. C. .1

Friends Advice
Boyds, Maryland

June 17, 1958
be
b7C

Sometime ago I thanked you for forwarding the autographed copy of
Edgar Hoover's most recent hook ’'Masters of Deceit. ” J have read
it very carefully and then re-read it with particular emphasis on

XIXtowhich my attention was focused by the enclosed

Idonotknow why I received a copy of the enclosed for I am not
at all acquainted with the National1 Renaissance Party and I believe
this. is the first bulletln which had been sent to me. Nevertheless,
as I pointed out in a letter to Edgar Hoover concerning the subject
bulletin, the printed word carries considerable authority. The

accepts awritten statement as gospel truth and
one is too lazy, mentally, or otherwise; to Check the

authenticity of statements made cr the character of the writer.'

1 felt that the book ms a courageous and well, presented exposition
of the Conrauriist infiltration, application and dogma. Chapter
XIX, to tdiich the author of the enclosed bulletin addresses most
of his remarks, does water down, as you would admit, participation
or involvement of Jews in the CcmB^ist movement. But I did not
interpret: Edgar's analysis of that premise as colored. Rather,
heseemedfco be "'fitviVihg for objectivity* which we have often
Idiscussed and both agree Would be the real solution to frictions,
suspicionsand hatreds in the world.

I wonder if you? -could give me some idea- about the National Renaissance
d Party. In q qilet, dignifled Way .1 will do what I can to have the

[
perpetratore of this smear on Hoover revealed in their true light.

I do hoi
health.

are happy and enjoying the best ofyou and
seems to be his cheerful self. In fact, I sensed that he

was greatly relieved after his recent thorough-going examinations at the
hands ofI l and the other specialist whose game I
cannot recall.

b6
hlC

Faithfully

&/ Al

A. C. Wedemeyer
General N.S. Army (Ret)

^,3-^3 A %' Hi
ENCLOSURE

b6
b7C
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July 6, l958, and the enclosed letters. The informaaon

b6
hlC



be
*

hi C

t
Mr. Tolson™
iVIr. Boardin'
Mr. Belmon
Mr. Mohr

July 6, 1958

Mr. 1 Ncase
Mr. Parsons
Mr. Rosen
Mr.^Tamm
Mr. Trotter._4-

Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D. C.

Dear Edgar:

The enclosed correspondence is self-explanatory
arkUfill give you some further information on
the'^rloLtiona1 Renaissance /emoup, about which T

fromT I
sent vou a short memorandum

1 a| b

Ct

our company *s public relations counsel.

You will note I have asked
ther information about this group.

With every good wish.

for fur-
c\

to 6

to7C

-b 6

b7C

Sincerely,

60

<&. I** ^
’ J? >.

thjlf
if

-i

*4 JUL 29 1958

^ ,



General & . C
*riende_Advi©e
Boyds,

.

-Bear' At*

lam enclosing eom of a..letter dated jane g?fcb that 1
'-raes-leed froml Imho lei

T

l?hia organization was founded by Lessing J. Rosenwald*
.whom you might . remember. at, -pm bimewas Gisairraan. of

. .Sears*. -Roebuck & father was >irisfer«meTital'

in building into a large busihsaa. Leasing Rosaowald
has lived in Jenkiabbwo* Pennsylvania,! a suburb of
IhiladalpAia*- .a»d has be# out, of business.
-ye#®' but-did a -great: thing,, '©hen- he. founded fchis

CouRbii. ;

itv-hae' been the, leading ^^laatiOavlh'''the!
GnltQd-,Staies-'onnased to-:i^ld gipaism* _fhey were ..

.-

against the ^eiENeatiom of the State of 'Israel -and’ have
always been ’ objective -in- their views, as - to* theArabiaa -

population of -Paiestine; and: to them.

'$hey.''bSlieve! that. -Judaism- isr just a relisiQn, not -a,'

nationality*;., Ehey think Africans of' the .Jewish faith
dweiheir faii ailegiance to this country and not to
any fO#ignsohntry* They-contend- :t#t;J#fcionalify and •

f
"

‘igioh
' ac© ;#parah©' ,-,aad 'distinst- and /thafe^oo -Jew , or-

'

up- :bf
;

jews- can speak f Akerleah Jews, and that
ael is a homeland for its own citizei^ oniy^ and not

. :-;all Jews*- v
' '**'•'•

Members of the Goanoil include;. many prominent Rabbis;
ih-fae,h4 [Aft^alsp^RabMu '-M i;-hv®r get- a
chance*aoi8e time 1 ^ouldilfe on the
great differences that exist among Jeaa. whe# there are .

- now ’ fiye' separate brahches of the jewiah religion, three
of whloh arc the Orthodox,
donservative ehd Eeform -brahOhee •

-..of
:

: the- -faith:,- had" the
other two 'being' the Liberal h#keconstf^ ver».
siohs* mot so well Imown* ihcsehism between s®®© of

6£-#3A>4 - 2-*3

ENCIXJSUBSI



these' branches IS often a very great on© and Site sane is
true In. Israel itself*

.%. donot Quite agree With ease etatejsent of l

,1 think an. /unusually large wu&fc' of-#sws- have; ha©h !aaso^
elated with C^anism in . on© way on anhpis® and*, while 1
have no definite date' a® to their hot&£%oiiipased with .

the total lewlsh popuiatioia la the Whited States* 1-
'

think it I© ism- -greater- than me wools find* for' Instance,
in datholieisia and so®© other faiths*, aithough at -time:©

e<xa©-of the: atateiaants pot out by ami of the: ffOteataat
faiths am not too reassuring* a® you know*

.

One trouble with Judaism 'is. that it is difflealt to «»*•'

plain- because of 'its sio^lleity* Boiled down it just
’

means that- the people believe in me: God* - ,1a the- Oi$ho* -

dos faith many of 'the .practlce-s* such ae only eating
fr®Bh*lcilie‘d:

,
meat and abstaining fro® certain foods*

came about because they thought that agad meat In far*off-*
L

days carried diseases - which It did*, fbey thought that
po0c mmft04 the Buhonle flague* fhey also in -bhe ;

•

orthodox branch of the faith' barred certain other foods
.

and* ..like clrcumcisicri* they .came’ about for reasons of
health and sanitation but to cower their forms they
backed the® on to the .religion, itself'*- '

.

'

It is 'also-- i^neraliy not. understood that since the destruc*
tioh of the temple* there hare, been- no priests iojudals©
and no hierarchy. .-Actually a Rabbi is a teacher and-, a-

synogogu© -la a school* Ho Babbl is,- responsible to-'another
and each la- -free to interpret Judaism -aa- he- wants*

it- any rabeJ I is an excellent scholar and- a flndL
bpa«wl*@aug8d ©an*. fhe letter he has written tionsifenor
Mguthi Is too long- for is® to go .-into here: but|

^lattended an Ideologiean Conference held In, Jerusalem
w ren'.Sffisaere ago and wrote learned-'ly about gionism* - what-

'. he said support©# the: position of the- American Council '.for

fatherr I
is a .Catholic priest of Norwegian ancestry*

R£vls
;
.a-, speaker' on the Vatican- radio and a lecturer hut

;if has,toon mhry difficult get hto'; siritlhgS
; .'

on the Question of 'Zionism ihifciiShed*



Q 0 OG

and
enclosing oopy of lefctei* I sent

let you koos? uftat faster
toiia afcout fclio national

today
I .re*

b6
b7C

W..

kind icegatfd and good wish.

3



Bear
|

t

1 caae an tera to- spote fe# Fourfe of July rife.
\wa& fe»0u®fet:- 'Wife a® your letter of

Jane 2?th.

,1 not
sonslgpor Llgut fci

.

your

can r .any
fete lafelotel :Eena|SQajite '^poupj.

1. a® refeamlng fee jfefeeriakl, on
with es & feiok; it aigist ,be
tevs' In your filer*

on
mmlQ fee most

aFFor you feo

igaln my feten&e andl kltelest pareasal

b6
b7C

be
b7C

b6
’b7C

bo
b7C
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THE iMidAJ? COHHeiL Ppii JiJMISM;

2B1 R'., '57’th. Street, :•

June 27, 1958

Bear I I

M thank you for youfgood note of Junp tiie ^iet* enclosing the copy
of -a letter ffpm’ general; Hedemeyer and the copy of the bulletin
from the National Renaissanee movement.

I wouidcertaihly agree with. General Weiemeyeria evaluation .O'f-Ete-.-

Ho6ver|s ahaiysiedf the relationship of Jews to eomD^ism, Mthpugh
I 'am 'not ah experton 'thia/pihblem’,.. 1 think it has been demonstrated
by a number of pe6pie>who oouih hhalify as experts that there is.

,

really ho fsaiatioM^ between jews or Judaism
hnd comiiiailsrt. ' think it is

;aiae true that whiie ^’hihdjer
1

of'
individuai Jews have been and/or .its front
movements, the percentage of $ews in the Halted States is not
excessive., Vigorously :&$" ;f oppose BiOhiSBi: T,, :am also somewhat;

.

revoited by the frequent efforts to e^hate ZioniSm aith communism,
hhiie htere afe

:
Zionist pairtiee "which- -are: defihiteiy jpi^ceei^iihiis -

. and this is tobe expected in a hatiohal.-politicai movement - it
I is hhsoiuiely faise and misleading to equate the Zioi^st i^yement
lidth comrmjnism. ' There are parties ip- the Zionist iinvement
lihe way extreme-left C©; hhe: '’extreme:,

I believe' Hr. Hoover handled ?the problem of Jews involved with
eoiapi&iiia in $. oowas^eOua 'and. manner.

The National Renaiasance group, i; think you shouid know, is one of
what' T frequently call ^lunatic:, fringe” anti-Semitic Organizations.
!' .suptthh:-word>

:

anti^lfeai'tlh"; -Very sparihj^iy; hrid cautiously. But
when. Over -S long period of time, a movement continues to speak
consistently id with hostility toward
-Jews, generally, it IS difficult to avoid the honeluSion it is -ah'

IrreBpohsibie group .feeding'' upon popular prejudices rather than-
attempting, to do a constructive and educational job for our country,

I do hot.'khOW' if your puxpese?ih sending me' the General’s .letter
.

was to. obtain a somewhat more precise and substantive analysis of
this National Renaissance movement. jfif youwouldlike me to provide
one, .1 am <piit® sure. - -I

.

will- h'e-iebie; to ehpport; the: rather' general
observation and evaluation % -hayw •just. 'hade.. ' please let me know
if 1 chn be helpful in this cotmectien.

'

While I am writing, let me: finish my reply to yours of June the 3rd
which I promised to send you. First, of all,- 1 am enclosing the
material which you were good enough to send: for my reading,

Z^3



I have
i

distributed, ini mimeographed form, a good many copies of
.

father f Hatter. But e© fat* I tutor*- been unauecessful, working
with some friends of mine who ape somewhat ini closer contact With
the Catholic press than I, in findingsomeone to publish the
piece. .

-

' '

> W
X hope we may -Still be suffessful, however.

% am talcing the liberty of Writing today to Consignor Llgutti,
copy enclosed. | thought perhaps he would be Interested in Some
Of Our material, since;, -.jp

' 1 gather* ffdnE-'&l&iieil I letter to •

him he appears to Share Father I I own opinions which are
certafniyahe^^ of the cOuneil.

Your letter of the21st sounds as thodgh you are really biirnit^ the
candle St both ends. I am afraid you, like ye myself, are one
of those people who always kpeps pramising that tomorrow will
be the. day. youLwlli begin to take it a little easler. 1 hopeyou
will.

'
......... .....

With: kindest personal regards and. reminding you again that if
there is something more I can do in eonhsctioh with the Wedemeyer
letter, please let me know. .

L



be
hlC

4,
|B

lJ

'

•Tune 27,lit.,, Rev.
ExecutlW^Dlreetor
National Catholic Rural Life Conference
5801 Grand Avenue
Pes Moines 12. Iowa

Dear Consignor UgUttl:

Some time ago tnv very good friend and one of the moat interested
members of the

| i

shared with me something Of the recent exchange
,
.arou have had with

him regarding some material which FatherEdwardd lhas written
on the Palestine problem and the rel^¥£ons®p or^^alsm and t-tau'“ issue.

'

.b6

b7C

It was some time during the winter that* without my even knowing
he knew anything about the Council* Fatheh Isent me a copy of
his report on the Ideological Conference of Zionism which he had
attended. I was so increased with the article that I wrote Father

I I I would try tfi comply with his request to-find a Catholic
publication which might use the piece. The understanding was that
if Ian American Catholic paper would publish it*, the Council would
then undertake to republish it in one of our own publications in"
order to try to have it reach at least a perceptible audience of
American Jews. I am sorry to say that so far mv efforts to find a
Catholic paper of stature Which would use Father|

|

piece have
been unsuccessful.

Meanwhile* we are distributing his article In a reasonably extensive
manner in a mimeographed form* copy of Which X am enclosing.

If yoq have any suggestions as to any approach I might make to some
Catholic paper I would be very happy to follow through. Or, perhaps
there would be some contact you might have and which you might feel
free; to approach in a more direct manner.

be
b7G

While I am writing* I am naturally wondering*- whether you yourself
know anything of the work and principles of the Council. X am
taking the liberty of sending you a few examples of some of our
publications., I hope you find them interesting and perhaps even
helpful in your thinking about these complex and troublesome problems.

Should you find the tine and the inclination I would be happy to have
your reaction to any of the material I am sending you or to this
letter.

s Very sincerely yours

EHCr,03UBE

1

.b6

b7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE:

August 4, 1958

Tolson —
Boardman

Belmont

Mohr . —

D.. J. PARSON!

subject:
. NATIONAL' RENAISSANCE, PARTY

IS-X

62-83296 .

'

Section

There is enc|psj|f the file which has been maintained in the

Laboratory in connectiMith the above-captioned matter. It is desired

.

that this file le mairfainedas an enclosure behind the main file'1 in the

Records Branch. .

i/.i...'

.
:J;

:

.

.. ,($Ji .

3

Parsons

Rosen —
• Tmrnn -

Trotter

Clayton —
Tele. Room _

' Holloman

Gandy
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Re-Recorded 5-7-56
ebb Laboratory Work Sheet

NO LAB PILE

R6:
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTI

IS - X

File #
Lab. #

62-33296
0-227384 BE

Examination requested by: ^ _ Kew Xark (105-6U2)

Date of reference communication: 5-1-5£ Date received: 5-3-56

Examination requested: Document

Result of Examination: Examination by:
b6
b7C

Specimens submitted for examination V6 m^
return

13 Post Office Registered Mail/receipt card dated 2-4-56; an employment appli-
- cation of The Personnel Company dated 1/18/511 and a letter written on
°Animist Party* letterhead; all bearing kn. fads. and sigs. of JAMES MADQLE.

JK4 Two &eets of notebook paper, two hand-written pages on letterheads of
nNational Renaissance Party1

’ * and a hand-srittan , unbound chemistry notebook* ALL
bearing the purported kn* hdw* of JAMES HADOIE
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a" /. Recorded;-:: ;

v”/ 3 -15-56 pirn
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA1 _
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

NO. /LAB . FILE /

Re -

Y

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE. FARTTh. *Y
\

''
:;is-x :.

" \VSYYv.YY' v--'Y-yY .Y’Y-Y

’’ V "*«Y -*
~

:

"Vi. File #
: : Lab.#

62-83296
JJ-223634 BE

'

r-.-’-'f-

Bxamimtion :requested, to?.?
••

"Date of ' reference communication :••?*£^ "1
> ..

\Date
;

:'Veceivedl’^ • 'Y

ExaminationArequeBted: ''.Document ://7„/'-y/

Result of Examination:” ;

r •

>.Y -• >

y ’ Examinati 6n* by . \

5/m ^0,^0/:/M:

-b6 ,

b7C
'

H :

Specimerie - submi tted' tor examination J < + ; y

Y .
*• Q2 \

* A: 1etter -dated 4-25- 54,-/ on
\

1 ette rhe ad
[ of ; Ngti onal

; .

•” Rerialssance 'Pariy>beari rig, '-the hahdwriitten signature ./

V /'V • v Y / :..- "JAMES Hi MADOLE-" ;Y'.Y ... . Y.^Y-YY Y .

'•
: - ?

:
•

•

. ’ •
'• •' '

. .

,

.jfe. '''Ap0icdti.on'':fbr
:
>Ek6lb

:^eh:t ••d.ote<2-'io.f9-5i;. '’'.arid -ah:
, ;

• -•:

.'..Y:'
’

V-
'

'../employment .J[orm/ captioned - "CONFIDENTIAL .
" both .bearing ' .

• •

f’: A .* ^ Jtn b.wh'/s i gnatures/ of .
JAMBS H, .MADOLSy . ; .

; :

A-
Y
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Re-Recorded 5~sj—5&
. a '

: ebb

] FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE
UNITED: STATER OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet:

^

LAB FILE.

Re NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
•

.
IS — X

- File #62^83296

V ;£»b. '#i>-827384„'

Examination requested by .
SAC - New York (105-6112)

Date of reference communication: .• 5-1-56 \ j v" .

Examination requested: document

Result of Examination: . ,
^

Date received :
5-3-56

K Examination by:

-i* *
,
’.T*. - /

Specimens submi tted for examination

:

‘v

^

- return i.'.'-" I-
" '

.

•
>' •• '

•

K3 Post Office. Registered Mail/receipt card dated 2-4456* an
;
employment appli- r

cation of The Personnel Company dated l/lS/51; and a letter written on ~

-v “Animist Party? ietterheadj - all'bearingvkn* Mw. and
;

sigs. of JJAMES MADOLE.

K4".
: Two dieetsof notebook paper, two hand'^sritten pages on letterheads of ’

•

HNational Renaissance Party";, "and a harid-roitten, unbound chemistry notebook/ AIL
'

;
bearing the^. purported kri« hdw. of JAMES._MAD0LE . . ,

'
. v - •-

tr.





Recorded
3*25*56 pin

H FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

NO LAS FILE

Be: NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTI
13*1

File # 62~8S296 - /&°
Lab ‘ * £*£23634 SB

Examination requested by: sac, Rem York (205*6118)

Date of reference communication: Let* 3*9*56 Date received: 3*12*56

Examination requested: Document

Result of Examination:
b 6

b7C

Specimens submitted for examination
'56

Q2 A letter dated 4*25*54, on letterhead of National
Renaissance party* hearing the handwritten signature
"JAMES If* MADOLE

K2 Application for Employment dated 10*9*51 , and an
employment fom captioned CONFIDENTIAL .

ft both bearing
known signatures of JAMES 8* MADOLE*





August 1, 1958

b6
b7C

Your letter dated July 25, 1958, with enclosures,

has been received, and I appreciatethe. thought which prompted
your bringing this material to our attention.

In the event you acquire further data which you
believe is of interest to the FBI, please feel free to contact the

representatives of our office located at 500 Widener Building,

Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania.

Sincerely yours,

Toison
Boardman
Belmont _

Mohr .

Nease
Parsons _

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter
Clayton _

- JT \ ly \

MAILED %

AUG 11958

COMM -ESI

John Edgar Hoover.

Director

1 - Philadelphia - Enclosure
ATTENTION SAC: Correspondent enclosed an envelop^of literature

he received from the National Renaissance Party, Ten West 90th Street,

New York 24, New York, which has been described by reliable sources
as being neo-Nazi, anti-Semitic, and nationalistic in nature.

^c'eM/ r S
10 S3 .28 , Y*

Tele. Room I

Holloman
'Gandy

A*

63AUG1219S6

ex-nnaiiee
C.O BETWOMi

MAIL ROOM



TRUE COPY

bo
b7C

July 25, 1958

Mr J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington D. C.

Dear Sir:

I am taking the Liberty M sending to you a pamplet
sent to me by Mr James H. Madole so called National Renaissance
Party

'

I hope I am forgiven for sending this, but I feel that

the people or the Power that is paying Mr Madole for his services;

is not interested in the welfare of this United States, and it may be
of interest to you Sir to find out more about Mr Madole.

Very respectfully yours

b 6

. b7C/sJ

si

' ^
t

1 T
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN

V

&
Official organ of the NATION!, RENAISSANCE PARTY devoted to a restoration of the PER COPY

'

American Republic, the p'&!*frvation of American sovereignty and the establishment of

an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.

Published in New York, N.Y.

$2.00 per 12 issues

May, 195S

Volume 9, No. 5

J. EDGAR HOOVER, AMERICA’S FOREMOST MASTER OF DECEIT.
w-tt 4. A/ *

"EITHER A GOOD JOB IN THE BUSINESS WORLD OR A NICE FAT ADL OR AJC CHECK DEPOSITED IN

HIS NAME.

#'#*##############'#
a*########*###*##*

It is of the utmost importance that we distribute this vital issue of the "NATIONAL

RENAISSANCE BULLETIN" to the largest psooible audience. YOU CAN HELP BY SENDING .

'

WHATEVER CONTRIBUTION YOU CAN AFFORD. Every $25 contribution places 500 more copies
'

of this Bulletin in the hands of our reading public. HOW AEOUT SENDING A CHECK NOW.
’

You have read this issue and we depend on your help to spread the truth. If you

have not done so SEND TWO DOLLARS FOR A SUBSCRIPTION TODAY. Bulk quantities of this

issue cost the following;

10 copies $1.00 100 copies $12,00

50 copies $7.00 500 copies $60.00

1000 copies $110.00

You can obtain the following books from our headquarters this month:

1. "The Jewish Ritual Murder" by Arnold Leese—57 pages ($1.00)

2. "The Tragedy of Anti-Semitism" by A. K. Chesterton - - 296 pages ($3.00)

3. "Uncovering the Forces For War" by Examiner Books - - 120 pages ($2.00)

4. "Jewish War Of Survival 1 by Arnold Leese - - 125 pages ($1.00)

5. "Deadlier Than The H. Bomb" by Wing Commander Leonard Young ($1.50)

Send your contribution, subscription or purchase order to;

•National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th St.

New York 24, N. Y.
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